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Officials Look At Lack Of Rainfall As Cause

No Names Given On Fish Kul
A corrununications officer with the
Kentucky Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection said today that tests on the Clarks
River fish kill have not yet been completed and that her department is "not
ready to name names" regarding the
cause of the kill.
Pat Stewart, in the Frankfort office,
added that all water and fish samples
have been taken but the testing "is a
long process." Stewart said that
natural resources officials will not
make any conclusions until all tests are
finalized.
She estimated that the tests should be

complete "in the very near futter."
Stewart also denied reports made on
a television newscast Wednesday evening that Vanderbilt Chemical caused
the kill.
The information on the newscast "is
not official information from this
department," Stewart said. "At this
point, we are not ready to point our
finger at anyone.
"We have talked to Vanderbilt officials and they have been very
cooperative," Stewart added.
Ed Shinners, Vanderbilt plant
manager, declined to comment on the

matter. Stunners referred all comments concerning Vanderbilt and the
fish kill to Al Harvey, a company
spokesman,located in Connecticut.
"No one seems to have evidence on
how the fish kill started," Harvey said.
"We've been in business (at the Murray,
plant for 10 years and we've been making the same chemicals for 10 years.".
Harvey said that he felt one possible
factor leading to the kill was the lack of
rainfall which increased the softness
level of the river water. He explained
that fish have a low tolerance to zinc
metals, used at thAlurray plant, in
soft water.
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By Spending $325.6 Million To Resurface Roads

Group Says State Could Save $12 Billion
By BILL BERGsTROM
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API— A
highway industry group believes Kentucky could save more than $12 billion
on future road rebuilding by spending
$325.6 million to repave roads in the
next eight years.
But Jim Clark of the state's Department of Transportation says the state
does not have that much to spend.
_Clark said the amount "would just
about double our state resurfacing program."
The resurfacing recommendation
came from The Road Information Program in Washington D.C., a research
group sponsored the highway construction industry, auto makers, oil
companies, insurance companies and

other highway related businesses.
a would be cheaper to repave now
than wait for roads to crumble until
they must be completely rebuilt, according to a TRIP study.
The study, requested by the Kentucky
Association of Highway Contractors,
showed that 9,300 miles of Kentucky's
23,006 miles of "paved main road"
rated "fair" on a zero-to-five highway
planners' scale that ranges from "very
poor" to "very good."
The study, TRIP said in a news
release, "estimates the savings to be
gained from resurfacing Kentucky's
roads while they are in 'fair' condition
... once they reach the 'poor' state, they
must be rebuilt at a significantly higher
cost than repair."

Tobacco Floors
Senior Citizens
To Hold Sales
Elect Officers

DAY OF THANKSGIVING — Students in local elementary schools participated in ceremonies this morning in observance of the national day of
thanksgiving for the return of the American hostages held in Iran. In the
top photo, Alicia Griffin at North Elementary School reads the hostages
names. In the middle photo, teacher Cyndi Cohoon leads Carter Elementary students in several patriotic songs, while in the bottom photo, Robertson Elementary students hold cards bearing the names of the former
hostages.

New officers of the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens were elected at
the Jan. 27 meeting.
Gil Hopson was elected chairman;
Bill Phillips, vice chairman; Sue
Outland, secretary; and Bob Hopkins,
treasurer. Hopkins will serve for J.
Hardirnan Nix until he is able to resume
his duties.
Board members presenting serving
the senior citizens include Odel Alton,
Bonnie Ashby, Trilby Cunningham,
Stanford Curd, Joe Dyer, Effie Edwards, Kathy Gentry, Otis Hatcher,
Isabell Hopkins, Reba Lee, Otis Lovins,
Velva Maupin, James Miller, Frank
Mosko, Daphewe Mowery, Lavola
Page, Dixie Palmer, Lowell Palmer,
Albert Parker and Mina Ramsey.

Tobacco sales will be held Monday at
the Growers and Farris Loose Leaf
Floors in Murray morning.
Fire-cured and one-sucker dark aircured will be sold at Growers while
Farris will sell air-cured and dark fired
tobaccos.

Ellis, Colson File
For May Primary
Two more persons, Holmes Ellis and
Willis Odell Colson, have filed for offices to be voted on in the May Primary
Election.
According to county clerk Marvin
Harris, Ellis has filed for mayor and
Colson has filed for magistrate of
district one. Tommy Bogard is presently.the magistrate ofjhat district.

Former Hostages Welcomed By Hometowns
When Jimmy Lopez arrived Wednesfamily vacation, quiet and alone.
day in Globe., Ariz., to find a cheering
After a throng of neighborhood
crowd, he joked, "It's a bit of a change
children riding bicycles and motorbikes
as to to how I used to come home...and
escorted Gary Lee to his house in Falls
Church, Va., Lee slipped behind the .. sneak in in the middle of the night."
wheel of his old Mercedes, then got out . At brief ceremonies in Phoenix
earlier in the day, he said: "Just cornand gave it a pat on the fender.
ing in on the airplane, seeing all those
"Hey, it looks great. You took good
lights that I thought I'd never see again
care of it, honey," he told his wife.
— it was just wonderful.
Inside the house, he found a case of
"I don't care what anyone else says
beer and then spotted a sign on
— they can keep the ticker tape parades
neighbor Rita St. Hilaire's lawn that
in the New York and the State Departread: "All That Way For A Stroh's."
ment in Washington — I'll take good old
Sickrnann told a welcoming crowd in
Tucson, Globe and the mountains ahd
want to thank everyone.
St. Louis:
deserts and everything in Arizona any
It's unbelieveable. Everyone was
old day."
beautiful. I love you all."
After the 23-year-old Marine sergeant
As Metrinko rode home to Olyphant.
was escorted to his family's home in
Pa., in a Rolls Royce, he leaned out the
Krakow, Mo., he said he wanted to "eat
window shaking hands arid kissing
a home-cooked meal fixed by my
teenagers who jogged along with the
mother. And then I want to go dancing.
motorcade.
I missed going out. I just missed being
Richard Morefield touched down in
free."
San Diego in a cloud of 10,000 yellow
balloons and waved from an open car
that took him past 100,000 cheering people to his home in the residential area of
Tierra Santa.
Columnist M. C. Garrott profiles the job of John McKinney, chief
"This is the beginning of the fun
engineer on a storage construction project along the Louisiana and Texas
phase for me now," said the 25-year
coastline, on Pages.
foreign service veteran.

By The Associated Press
Gary Lee gave his old Mercedes an
affectionate thump and challenged his
neighborhood to volleyball.
Rodney Sickmann stobd on the running board of his limousine, cheering
back at thousands of well-wishers.
Michael Metrinko solemnly blew out
a votive candle that symbolized
prayers for his safe return.
The three were among the freed
hostages who returned home on
Wednesday, many to tumultuous
welcomes, others to more private
pleasures.
"The people. All these people," Billy
Gallegos murmured over and over
again during homecoming festivities in
Pueblo,Colo.
As he drove past some 50,000 people
in a yellow limousine, a woman pushed
a 4-foot-high yellow-teddy bear into his
arms. After ceremonies at City Hall.
the 22-year-old Marine said he wanted a
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Cloudy tonight with a chance of
Light snow, low in the low 20s.
Becoming partly sunny and cold
Friday with high in the low 30s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls for
little or no precipitation Saturday. with a chance of rain Sunday
or Monday. Highs Saturday will
be in the Vs and 40s, with highs
Sunday and Monday in the 40s to
low 50s. Lows will be in the 20s on
Saturday and in the 20s and 30s
Sunday and Monday

Huge crowds Wednesday also greeted
Johnny McKee! Jr. in Dallas and
William B. Royer in Houston. Royer,
who had been in Tehran only two weeks
before the takeover, was presented
with a 1981 Cadillac wrapped in a
yellow ribbon.
Kathryn Koob, Elizabeth Ann Swift,
Frederick Lee Kupke, Bruce German,
William Belk, Paul Lewis and Joseph
Subic also were among those who went
home.
Other freed hostages slipped more
quietly into their hometowns, intent on
resting or sorting out their thoughts or
getting reacquainted with wives and
children.
- "I would like some time to rest and
get my thoughts in order." David M
Roeder said Wednesday after passing

cc+

banners saying •'Welcome Home,
Dave" and "Gee, it's Great To Have
You Home" that festooned the route to
his Alexandria, Va., home.
But he later turned up at a Riverside
Civic Association meeting to greet old
friends.
Gregory A. Persinger spent his first
afternoon back in Seaford, Del.,"riding
around town" with brother Lawrence
and munching pistachio nuts on the
porch of his mobile home.
Steven Kirtley arrived unannounced
Wednesday in Little Rock, Ark., quietly
thanked a crowd of 200 people for their
welcome and sped home. Public
homecoming celebrations are set for
next week.
After getting city seals, planting an
oak tree and waving, waving, waving to
well-wishers in Chesapeake, Va., Navy
Cmdr. Donald A. Sharer said: "I plan
to go home and get 15 or 16 hours of
sleep. Fishing sounds pretty good. too."

"Fair" roads are cracked, rutted or
broken in many places; with riding
quality "barely tolerable" at legal
speed limits. "Poor" ones are badly
cracked, rutted or broken in most
places with "intolerable" riding quality, TRIP said.
Vic Comley of the state highway contractors' group said in the news release
that "Timely resurfacing can extend
the service life of a road indefinitely.
"Our choices are to spend a fair'
amount now .or a lot more later On,"
Comley said. "The problem will only
get much worse if we ignore it."
TRIP recommended an eightyear,
$40.7 million-a-year resurfacing pro. gram for the 9,303 miles of "fair" roads
— "compared with a cost of $13.02
billion required for reconstruction after
they deteriorate to 'poor'condition."
It said the recommended resurfacing
program would create about 1,770 jobs
and generate some $22 million in
wages.
The group said it based its estimates
on figures from the state Department of
Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, U.S. Department of[Aber
and Commerce and other agencies.
TRIP also said 618 miles of main
routes "in Kentucky already are in
-poor" condition and will have to be
rebuilt at a cost of $865.2 million.
The group did not give examples of
the roads needing resurfacing or
'rebuilding.
Clark said Kentucky currently
spends about $20 million a year from its

Transportation Fund
roads.
Some resurfacing also is dr
rural-secondary road Ilt•ogi .(ii • .U.,
energy road program, but d,
the total spent on resurfacme
quire ''a lot of work for an accountact. '
Clark said.
He said it is not practical
all roads.
"On some coal haul ruat
'
,i d
,ui
face has been destroyed, we have to
revert back to gravel: There is
you can keep it up as loror
t•
traffic continues," he said.
The Transportation Depl:rlit,
looking over the TRIP stud
said. "We have sent copic
to each of our division
their comments."
"We know there is a
\‘•
don't have the money to do
now. And indications are U.
not be any better off this euLf,,;,:
year," he said.
r

Hornbuckle Ic
Seek Magistrate
Post in Elec ion

Americans May Pay
More After Reagan's
Lift Of Oil Controls
NEW YORK ( AP — Americans
could be paying a dime a gallon more
for gasoline and heating oil as a result
of President Reagan's decision to abandon price controls on the nation's oil
supply, industry analysts and government officials say.
But the move should also help the.
United States conserve oil, spark increased domestic production and
reduce the imports that now provide
nearly 40 percent of the country's
petroleum needs,they said.
Shortly after the decision was announced, Exxon Corp. said that, effective today, it was raising wholesale
prices of gasoline 2 cents to 3 cents a
gallon and increasing those for home
heating oil and diesel and jet fuel 1.5
cents to 3 cents a gallon.
However, a spokesman for Exxon,
the nation's largest oil company, said
the increase, which can be passed on by
retailers, reflected past crude oil price
increases and was not sparked by
Reagan's action.

JranIt.S R. Horninic hi,
James R. Hornbuckle,
chief of the Murray Fire I
has announced his carulitiaL
..Is.
district magristrate of Callow„,
"With your help, I will
citizens of the first district with lo
road maintenance and reprys, • ,(
they deserve in the fiscal court.;
buckle said.
A 14 year. veteran of Us
department, Hornbuckle is
the late Johny Henry Iforrilm.r:s
Frocie Curd Hornbuckic II
and his wife Uaye reside at -1(lo
St. with their two children
Hornbuckle is a graduate
High School and attended Nlori
University. He is a member af. (lt
ing Star Lodge No. 51.

Phillip R. Ward, who has shunned
publicity since his release, arrived
home in Culpeper, Va., to a small
welcoming committee. "I'm overwhelmed by your welcome," he said
after riding down the main street
decorated with banners and ribbons.
"I've never been a public person.
This is very new. I don't know how to
act," he told the Culpeper StarExponent.
The youngest of the former hostages,
21-year-old Kevin Hermening, got a
rousing welcome from Oak Creek
I Wis. High School, where a 50-minute
program included a speech by Gov. Lee
appearances
by
Dreyfus and
Milwaukee Brewers stars.
He went home with his mother and
stepfather, Barbara and Kenneth
Timm, for a private celebration. When
he briefly emerged from the house and
was asked if he was going to speak with
reporters, the Marine sergeant said,
"No! I'm looking for all the pretty girls
out here."

rirtrivAtIAII
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KICKOFF LUNCHEON — A kickoff luncheon for the annual advanced gift
drive for all Boy Scouts in Calloway County was held Wednesday at the
Murray Holiday Inn. The drive will begin Feb. 11 and will run about tsso
weeks. Discussing the drive are (clockwise, from left) Chuck Foster, scout
finance chairman; Bill Kopperud; Ed Chrisman; John Golberg. Harold
Doran; Hubert Ellison, scout executive. Paducah; and Dick rebbetts
district scout executive of the Four Rivers Council.
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UNITED Feature Syndicai,
"Some folks make .toti
feel at home Others make
you wish you were " -Arnold Glasow
West made a normal duck
in his defense of today s
deceptive game Nevertheless, after declarer ran off
with nine quick winners.
West was wishing that he
stayed at home
West led the spade 10 and
East's que:en went to declarer's king What card should
declarer play next'
If declarer starts his
diamonds, East will win the
third round and the defense
will triumph East will clear
the spades and West's club
ace and spade deuce will
leave declarer tine trick
short
Declarer does no better if
he tries for two heart tricks.
The first finesse loses to
East's heart queen and the
spades are cleared as
before Now when East gets
in with the third diamond,
declarer is down two
instead of one.
What did declarer play to

9 25

give West his headache" At
trick two, declarer trotted
out the king of clubs' Pity
poor West He thought surely that South was trying to
establish dummy's long suit
so he ducked in a try to ruin
the timing
. With the club trick home,
declarer quickly switched to
diamonds and the "unmakable" game was made
A brilliant gambit by
NORTH

1-29-A

Thursday. Jail. 29
Murray Middle School boys
and girls basketball teams
will play Hickman County at
home at 6.
Murray High School Junior
varsity and varsity girls
basketball teams will play
Henry County at home at 6 30
p.m.
Today is last day to enroll in
regular Tuesday and
Thursday 16-week classes for
credit at Murray State University. Classes will be attended
on this date

Thursday. Jan. 29
International liliii Festival
To Forget Venice" will be
shown at 2 p.m. at 7 p.m. in the
University Center Theatre,
Murray State University. This
is an Italian film and the
public is invited.

Friday, Jan. 30
This is the last day to
enroll in regular Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday 16week classes for spring
semester credit. Classes must
be attended on this date.

•
•A J iO4
•6 5
•J10432 EAST
•Q 7 5 4 3
•Q8 3
•Q 4 2
.1.44 8

WEST
•10 98 2
•K 9 7 2
•J 7
•A 7 5

SOUTH
•A K 6
•6 5
•A K 10963
4K 6

Vulnerable Both
South The bidding

Dealer

West
Pass
Pass

East
Pass
All pass

South
1•
2 NT

North
1•
3 NT

Opening lead Spade 10
declarer to steal his ninth
trick and West need not feel
he made a bad play

2.00 Sat.,Snit
Bid with torn

Dolly Porton
ANE g tiNLJA
t ,UML

South holds

1-29-B

•AK7
•6 5
•A1410983
+K6

-ro5
9

South
I•

North
1•

ANSWER: Three diamonds
There s no descriptive bid to
show the spade support and
the invitational Jump rebid is
the best compromise

ATTEND INAUGURATION — Chief Petty Officer Bruce
Duane Wolfe and Mrs. Wolfe, the former Glenda Mae
Pace of Murray, attended along with their sons, Todd, 8,
and Chuck, 9, the inauguration of President Ronald
Reagan in Washington, D. C., on Ian. 20. Chief Petty Officer Wolfe is stationed at the naval base at Norfolk, Va.,
and his wife works as a secretary at the base. They were
married in Murray and resided three years at Washington,
D. C., before being sent to Hawaii for four years. They
were recently transferred back to Washington, D. C.
Chief Petty Officer Wolfe attended Murray State University for four years. Mrs. Wolfe is the daughter of Mrs. Lillie
Pace of Murray.

Friday.,Jan, 34
Church Women United will
have a board meeting at 10
a.m at the home of Mrs.
Joseph Gertzen, 510 Beale
Street, Murray.
Murray High School will
play Fulton City for its basketball homecoming game. Varsity girls and boys games will
begin at 6.30 p.m.
Rifle matches between MurState and Tennessee Tech
,
ray
will be at ROTC Range, second level,. Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Dr. Dorothy Gibson, professor of chemistry at Univer;
sity of Louisville, will discuss
"Coal Synthesis Gas
Mechanisms and Catalysis" in
Room 312. Blackburn Science
Building, Murray State
University, at 3:30 p.m. There
is no charge and the public is
invited.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and for
transportation call 753-0929 by
9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for afternoon shopping.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Saturday, Jan. 31
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center, College Farm
.
Road, Murray.
Second day of Rifle matches
between Murray State and
Tennessee Tech will be at
ROTC Range, second level,
Roy Stewart Stadium.

Miss Di
Cord, dais
Mrs. Herd
of Murray
Clifford Ki
Mr. and M
Grand Pra
home of t1
with the R
officiating.
Mrs. 0.
Molly Vale
by Jeff
program o)
The wed(
in front
decorated
pedestals
shades an
which we
gerber d
miniature
freesia, tig
eucalyptus

FIRE SAFETY PROGRAM — Firemen from the Murray Fire Department presented a fire
safety program for Robertson Elementary School kindergarteners. After viewing a filmstrip the students examined and used some of the fire truck equipment. In photo,
Marquette Foster observes Fireman Rutledge giving a whiff of oxygen to an unidentified student.

Brunch And
Fashion Shott•
To Be Feb.6

Elizabeth Bradford, owner
of the Shopp', will present a
American Quarter Horse
Brunch Fashion Show on FriAssociation Show, sponsored
day, Feb. 6, beginning at 11
by the Murray State
a.m, in the J_ C. Civic Center,
Horsemanship Club, will
Final Wk, Ends Feb. 5
Paducah.
send bridge questions to The Ares
begin at 7 a.m, and continue
tiox 12363 Dallas, Texas 75225,
A light brunch will be
05,9 05- 2.00 Sat,. sun
throughout the day at West
with selladdrecsed stamped envelope
catered by the Ninth Street
for reply
Kentucky Livestock and Ex'House. Following the brunch
g:rs:
position Center. There is no
will be a complete showing of:
SEF.Ass bwE i,
cl2am...
admission
011:iiklEs \V"
Cruise wear, the new Spring
Square and round dancing
Line, Designs for the "Great
will be held at 7:30p.m. at the
Lady",and Weddings.
iliroodmen of the World Hall.
Ar a residents who will
•Thru Thur. Feb. 5
Kentucky Dam Festival mod the clothes are: Mary
Association will sponsor a Sled. , Carol Myre, Modine
00, 9:10 - 2 00 Sat.,Sun
square and round dance at the Gree to. Gretchen Dallam,
(.IM
Ill HAND Pt))(6
recreational hall at Kentucky Jen Stewart, Maurine KinDam Village State Park at 7 caid, Trudi Meyer, Donna
p.m. Admission will be $5 per Taylor, Megan B. Hughes,
couple or $2.50 per person. Ar- Phyllis Epstein, Rosemary
Winmon, E. J. Roberts, Katnold Hearon will be the caller.
cite Hassman, Cheryl Glore,
Sunday,
30
Feb.1
Ends Tondo* 7 15,9
Stephanie Dials, Carolyn
Timothy Craig Hawkins,
Any Which Way Too Con
Jody, Pat Higdon, Shelby
Carbondale, Ill., will present a
Starts Tomorrow (PG)
Pat
Walt Disney's
/
senior voice recital at 3:30 Hall, Frances Hamilton,
Ann Ragland, and
p.m, in the Farrell Recital Wood,
of
Marian Widener, Music, will
the
Hall, Fine Arts Center, Murbe provided by Tommy Biggs.
ray State University. There is
Reservations are $8.50 per
no charge.
'9EW BUS — This bus, purchased through the efforts of the combined Knights of
person, which includes the
Chew.,Si •753 3314
Columbus Councils of Kentucky including Murray by donations to the Tootsie Roll
Sixth annual national combrunch and Fashion Show. All
of
Drive and the Knights of Columbus Retardation Foundation of Kentucky was presenpetitive exhibition
LATE SHOW FRI. & SAT
proceeds above the Brunch exfacilities
their
shares
also
Center
Kevil
The
Mayfield.
of
Silver
Center
"Magic
Kevil
photography,
ted to the J. U.
110(0101iiMIST
pense are being donated to aid
chairis
Gay
Alex
and
knight,
grand
the
in
display
on
is
now
is
Show,"
with Calloway County. Carmen D. Angelo
It 00 0418 Wint • II 30 P
the City-County Arts Council.
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
man of the Tootsie Roll Drive in Murray,for the local Knights of Columbus.
A Door Prize of a free
4th floor, Fine Arts Center,
fashion consultation, a gift
Murray State University. No certificate to the Shopp', and a
admission is charged and the
dinner at the Ninth Street
exhibition will remain on House will also be given.
display through Feb. 11.
Pre-paid reservations may
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Parks be made at the Arts Council,
will celebrate their 50th wed- 107 S. Market House Square,
ding anniversary with a recep- Paducah, Ky., phone 444-7713,'
LOVELAND. Colo.. AP) —
"Every heart is valentin- tion at the Community Room and the Shopp,' 520 Broadway,
of the Peoples Bank from 2 to 4 phone 443-6386. Checks should
Lovers who want to give their
valentines a special sign of-afMore than 300,000 valentines p.m. The couple requests that be made payable to the Arts
Council.
fection can send their cards to are expected to be handled guests not bring,gifts.
Loveland, where they will be here this year, the 35th: year
stamped with a postmark the service has been performfrom the -Sweetheart Town" ed.
and remailed.
Dennis Anderson of the local
The valentines will be Char-Aber of Commerce said
The Kentucky Dam Festival beginners and or spectators, a
stamped in red ink with a the valentines come from
Association will sponsor a spokesman said. Admission
fourline poem and a special around the world, including square and round dance on will be $5 per couple or $2.50
reading — A Poland and Czechoslovakia.
'postmark
Saturday'. Jan. 31, beginning per person and tickets will be
Sweetheart of a Town on
be at 7 p.m. at the recreation hall available at the Marshall
Valentines should
Valentine's Day."
prestamped with adequate at Kentucky Dam Village County Chamber of ComThe poem will.read:
postage, then placed in an State Park, located next door merce office or at the door.
"Dan Cupid's gone a- outer wrapper and addressed to Gilbertsville Elementary
Proceeds from the dance
questing,
to Postmaster, Loveland, School.
will be used to promote the
ASS R NGS NC
"All lonely hearts to find:
Arnold Hearon will be the 1981 Bluegrass Festival in OcColo., 80537. The service is
-And thru his sly endeavors free.
caller..The dance will be for tober.
Siladium'class rings from ArtCarved

Lovers May Send Cards To
Loveland For Postmark Of
The 'Sweetheart Town'

High school class rings
are now on sale.

$6995

Dance To Be Saturday.

ARTORVED

are made from a jeweler's fine stainless
metal. Stronger, lighter and more durable than gold, its brilliant luster lasts
forever.
You can also select from a number of
features that will make your ring one-ofa-kind Like your first name or your favorite activity
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Choose Two With Any Meal:
Rice Pilaf, Fried Zucchini, Steak Fries, Fried
Cauliflower, Fried Mushrooms, Baked
Potato, Tossed Salad, Cole Slaw
%A.

oaf"

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
,919,

• • • Special Delivery
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Come in with this ad to
get the $69.95 offer.

rose ornoos Jun. 70
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Chestnut St., Murray
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Murray Art Guild
To Sponsor Course
Starting Feb. 7The

Murray Art Guild will offer an eight weeks' painting
class beginning Saturday, Feb. 7, and continuing through
March 28. The class will meet from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. each
Saturday with instruction by Mrs. Mary Fuhrmann who
holds a B. A. and M. A. degree in art from George Peabody'
College, Nashville, Tenn., and has Clone post-graduate work
at Boston University'. Tanglewood, and the University of
North Carolina,Chapel Hill.
Mrs. Fufumann has taught art in public and private
schools. She was an art instructor in Continuing Education at
Tusculum College, Greeneville, Tenn., and has taught adult
and children's classes-with the Arts Guild in Greeneville. She
has exhibited in Tennessee I including a one-person show in
Nashville, Texas,and Massachusetts.
The guild course will emphasize the development of each
person's ideas and potential as a painter, working at his or
her own pace. Elements and principles of design such as color,line, and space will also be stressed. Either oil or acrylics
may be used and beginners are especially welcome.
The fee for the Guild members will be $30, and for nonmembers will be $35. Persons may register by calling 7534059 or 753-1867.

ORRECTIO
Jim Adams IGA's ad which ran in
Wednesday's paper of the
Murray Ledger and Times should
have read,
Prices Good Thru Feb. 3
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Miss Deborah Lynn McCord
Is Married To Mr. Dibble

-^

Miss Deborah Lynn McCord, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Donald McCord
of Murray, was married to
Clifford Keith Dibble, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Freak Dibble of
Grand Prairie, Texas, at the
home of the bride's parents,
with the Rev. Dr. David Roos
officiating.
Mrs. 0. B. Boone and Miss
Molly Valentine, accompanied
by Jeff Woods, presented a
program of nuptial music.
The wedding was performed
in front of the fireplace
wooden
with
decorated
pedestals holding hurricane
shades and lighted candles
which were adorned with
gerber daisies, animees,
miniature carnations, pholox,
freesia, tiger lilies, and fresh
eucalyptus and baby's breath.
The Bride
The bride, escorted by her
father, and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a formal
gown of candlelight chiffon
with a thin-strapped camisole
bodice adorned with alencon
lace. Her blouson jacket of
candlelight chiffon was banded at the neck, waist and cuff
of the bishop sleeve with alencon lace and tiny seed pearls.
She carried a classic bouquet of white roses and
stephanotis in a medely of
baby's breath.
Mrs. Ann Kelly Bolin; Murray, was matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Terri
Futrell and Mrs. Terri Benton,
sister of the bride, both of
Murray.
The attendants wore identical intermission, length
velvet skirts and angora
sweaters, complimented with
pearl necklaces. They carried
bouquet's of gerber daisies,
animees, freesia, pholox,
fresh eucalyptus and Baby's
breath.
The Groom
Ralph Dibble, brother of the
groom, served as best man.
Groomsmen were Larry Benton and Eddie Rollins, both of
Murray.
They, along with the bride's
father, were attired the same
as the groom. Groomsmen
wore boutonnieres of gerber
daisies, baby's breath, and
fresh eucalyptus.
Mrs. Donna Cathey,sister of
the bride, kept the register at
stable in the entrance hall.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. McCord wore a dress of
french georgette in the color of
olive green. She wore a corsage of Cattleya Orchids.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Dibble, chose to wear a dress
of Opaline Crepe de Chine. She
wore a corsage of cream orchids.
Mrs. Marvin Hale and Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Clifprd Keith Dibble
J. A. McCord, grandmothers
of the bride, were presented
with corsages of white
galmelias.
Reception
Following the ceremony,the
reception was held at the
University Branch, Bank of
Murray.
Mesdames Will Ed Stokes,
James Lee Harmon, James
Wright, Mitch Ward, Tommye
D. Taylor. Tip Miller, Marshall Garland, Gerald McCord, Frank James, Fred McCord, Ray Rademacher, and
Miss Jane Rose were
hostesses.
The bride's table was
covered in a white eyelet cloth
and was centered with an arrangement of gerber daisies,
fresh eucalyptus and baby's
breath, in a silver wine cooler!.
The three tiered cake was
adorned with gerber daisies,
eucalyptus and baby's breath.
Lime punch was served along
with nuts and mints.
The refreshment table,
covered in a white linen cloth,
was centered with an arrangement of gerber daisies, fresh
baby's
eucalyptus, and
breath. Appointments of silver
were used.
Rice bags arranged in

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
... GOLD PRICES DOWN!
••••

wicker baskets were
distributed to the guest by
Miss Allyson Bolin, cousin of
the bride, and Miss Kelly
Haskins and Miss Amy
Haskins, nieces of the groom.
The couple left after the
reception for a short wedding
trip. They are now residing in
Grand Prairie, Texas.
Out of town guest included,
Mrs. Ed Dortch, Miss Vickie
Dortch. Mr. and Mrs. James
Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
James, Howard James, Mrs.
Jean Ann Reed, Leslie Reed,
Danny Reed, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Haskins, Kelly Haskins,
Amy Haskins, Billy Jack
Haskins, Paducah; Dr. and
Mrs. Gerald H. McCord, Greg
McCord, Beth Larsen, Kathy
McCord, Mr. and Mrs. Ershel
Wilson, Hopkinsvlie; Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Diers, Clint Diers,
Scott Diers, Middlesbors,
Tenn.; Vicki Wilson, Steve
Miblent, Nashville, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Ken McCubbin,
Owensboro; Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Whiteman, Mrs. Jim
Nower, Chris Nower, Bangor,
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Roberson, Miss Jane Rose,
Louisville; Mrs. Ray Radermacher, Munster, Indiana;
Mr. Brent Austin, Miss Denise
Gilbert, Lexington; Mr. and
Mrs. Ken Cooper, Camden.
Tennessee; Mr. Carlton
Parker, Dallas,Texas.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Dibble, enter-

.Narth Fork N'eu,s-

Lee Family Gets Snowbound In Ohio
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Jan. 7, 1981
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee and daughter, Tabitha,
ledt Dec. 30th for their home in
Roseville, Mich They got
snowbound in Ohio and spent
the night in a motel. They got
home on Jan. 1 finding lots of
snow.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
arid Mike left Jan. 3rd for
Chicago, Ill., after being here
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Hopkins, Mrs. Ruby Owen,
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Owen, and
Mr. and Mrs. Max Dale.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lee had
the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
and daughter, Tabitha, as supper guests on Monday.
Miss Mary Grace Morris
spent the day with Mrs. R. D.
Key to play with Tabitha Lee.
Mrs. Gail Morris and Michelle
visited with me and the Lees
in the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Tarkington and children have
returned to their home in
Dayton, Ohio, after being here
with Mr. and Mrs. Enloe Tarkington and Mrs. Brown Flood
over the holidays.
Morris Jenkins was in for a
check up with the eye doctor
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Pillow visited Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Paschall on
Tuesday night. Charles will go
back to the Memphis hospitpl
on Tuesday.
Mrs. Enloe Tarkineton

tamed with a rehearsal dinner
at Dakota Feed and Grain in
Murray.
The bride was presented a
corsage of miniature mums
centered in a medley of fall
colored ribbons. The bride and
groom presented gifts to their
attendants at that time.
Special Events
Mr. and Mrs. Max Underwood and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Bolin were hostesses for a
"Dirty' Dish" party held for
the bridal couple at the Underwood home.
Friends of the couple were
invited, and brought a dish,
which was given to the bridal
couple.
Mrs. Gerald McCord, Mrs.
Frank James, Mrs. Fred McCord, and Mrs. Ray
Rademacher, aunts and
cousins of the bride-elect,
were hostesses for a brunch
honoring the hostesses of the
prenuptial parties given for
the bride-elect. The event was
held at the home of the brideelect's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Don McCord.
Thehostesses presented the
bride-elect with a corsage of
yellow mums. She was also
presented with a butter knife
and sugar spoon from her
chosen'pattern of stainless by
the hostesses.
The tables were covered
with print cloths and centered
with arrangements of fall
flowers.

Senior Citizens

Values To $260.00
$9900

•
JEWELER
MICHELSON'S
Ctr.-Murray, Ky.
Bel-Air Shopping

Several tours of nterest to Blackwood, local tour
senior citizens have been representative.
They include the following:
scheduled by the Pennyrile
Tours, according to Ruth
Texas Fiesta, April 18 to 25.
- •••••••••••..a.mg
Charleston and Savanah,
etc., April 28 to May 4.
New. Orleans. La., May 9 to
15.
New York Theatre, May 22
to 25.
Mexico,June Ito 9.
Hawaii, June 12 to 27.
Hatteras
Cape
Williamsburg June 19 to 29.
Mackinac Island, July 1 to 8.
California, July 11 to 27.
Nei. 1.91
Canadian Rockies, Aug. 1 to
17.
Miss 11-111 Asst.(Mors
New York - Washington,
ug.29 to Sept. 6.
Girls Nylon Spring
New England in Fall, Sept.
24 to Oct. 4.
Blackwater Falls, Oct. 7 to
11.
Covered Bridge, Oct. 16 to
18.
Sites 1-14
Fall in the Sm2kies. Oct 23
L.\\
to 25.
Girls
Cruise. Nov.5 to 15.
Christmas Tour Nashville,
Dec. 5.
The brochures will be out
the first of February. accorOff
ding to Mrs. Blackwood who
Ant Stylea & Sixes
may be contacted by calling
753-2827 after 5 p.m. or write
here at 203 South Eighth
Street, Murray, Ky

Boys Velour Shirts

Sweat Shirts

$599

Reg. 7.11 Asst. Colors
Sizes A14.-Xt

P. N. Hirsch Disposable

Diapers

$

25
Revlon

Flex Shampoo

99c

$550

Jackets $788

it•a. 4.19

zg

Rog, 2.24
16 Oz. Fitz tl•rustd, Dry, 011y i.71%

7krzi•
FRANCES SHEA
AT BROTHER'S HOME
Mrs. Pat Frances Shea
was transferred Thursday
from Norton's Children's
Hospital, Louisville, to Oa
home of her brother, Georg(
Robert Wilson, 3116 Rosedale
Boulevard, Louisville, Ky.
40220. Mrs. Shea is the
Calloway County Circuit Court
Clerk. Persons may send her
cards and letters to her
brother's home in Louisville.

FiIFflhlifi

SALESa SERVICE

P.O. Box 1025
Paris, Tenn. 38242
Phone: 1-(901)-642-3815
Open Fridays,
'til 8:30 P.M.

SOWS

Sensational End ofthe I ear Savings

ALL OUR WINTER STYLES
Regular 76.00 to 585.00 Values

33%To6 0/DOFF
44

BRAS
GIRDLES

SHOES
BOOTS TOO!!
Rego* 9 00 o 71 00 Voles

1 2 PRICE
/

Sparkling
JEWELRY

Knit GLOVES &
ACCESSORIES

T

Winter
SLEEPWEAR
6e9ulor Values
3 00 to 32 00

399 1 799

1599

649 TO

2

Slacks & Jeans,

40%

ATITIIIT1E71111111111111

SLIPS
HALF SLIPS
p„

399

All Winter
ROBES

Regukv Volues
5 uo to 32 00

3 al

NOW

Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday

Boys Hooded

and sons, Ryan. Mr and Mrs
Kennie Paschall, Mr and
Mrs Ralph Gallimore, Mr
and Mrs. Gaylon H Morris,
Michelle and Mary Grace, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Rainey, Gina
and Greta Rainey, Mrs. Ruth
Holley, and Herbert Orr They
enjoyed a meal and made pictures in the afternoon.
Bill Carey and Mr. and Mrs
Noble Harrelson visited Mr
and Mrs. Morns Jenkins of
Friday night.

ventory Clearance
COATS

Special Tours Planned

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.
Olympic Plaza

Open Fridays
'til 8:30 P.M

Mr. and Mrs. Clerns Wilson
and La vettia, and Maburn
Key visted Mrs. Ovie Wilson in
the Jackson Hospital on Sunday. Mrs, Mabern Key and
Mrs. Nelda Hopkins stays with
Mrs. Wilson at Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Cooper visited Douglas Vandyke on Saturday at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Carey on
Wednesday.
Little Adam Jenkins visted
Mr. and Mrs. Morns Jenkins
on Sunday.
Bill Carey and Mr. and Mrs.
Noble Harrelson were dinner
guests of the Morris Jenkins
family on Friday.
Those spending the day Sunday with Mrs. Bernice Rainey
and Miss Louise Holley were
Mr and Mrs. Gaylon Morris,
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Holley,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hollley,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Holley, Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Holley, Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Merrell

(OfInterest To

7Diamond Clusters
While They Last!

106 SAI

visited Mrs. Jessie Paschall
and Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
Grooms on Friday
Mrs. Lorene Smith of Memphis, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Halhe Cook of Decauterville,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes,
Mrs. Marcus Hill, Mrs. Judy
Henson and son, Mark, and
Rudy Key were dinner guests
of Mr and Mrs. Hafford
Cooper on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Nicholas and Mr. and Mrs.
Wilburn Martin visited the
Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
on Friday evening. Rickie Orr
spent the night with Mitch
Sykes.
Douglas Vandyke returned
home from the hospital on
Saturday. Visitors in to see
him last week were Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Morris Jenkins.
the Rev. and Mrs. Terry Sills,
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Fortune, Mrs. Norme Olive, and
Mrs. Thelma Marshall.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall, Mrs.
Cooper Jones, and Fred Orr
risited Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall on Saturday.
Arlin Paschall was admitted
to the Henry County Hospital
on Saturday with pneumonia.
Visitors in to see him over the
weekend were Mrs. Reva
Paschall, Mrs. Kay Malray,
Mr. and Mrs. -Hildred
Paschall, and Mr. and Mrs.
Othel Paschall.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes visited Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Nichols on Thursday
night.

799
T

/

99
11

49
2

Junior & Missy
PANTS & SKIRTS
Regular Votues
16.00 to 42.00

2799

1O99

BRIEFS
BIKINIS
Reg .1 0

0e5

2 50to 4 50

12
1 3T: /
/

:

1 59 70

3'9

Junior & Missy
COORDINATES

Junior & Missy
SWEATERS

Junior & Missy
BLOUSES

Regular Val,ues
28 00 to 81 OC

Regular Values
12 00 to AR DO

Re9ulcr Values
18 00 to 34 00

1 2 OFF
1 3 TO /
/

3
1/

1/4I

A

TO

OFF

All Winter
DRESSES

Zip-Out Lining
COATS

Regular Volues
32 00 ro97 00

fltludes Some Misty Morbo, Styles
Regular 96 00 to 226 00 Yahoo's

33%,60%

1 2 OFF
1 3 TO /
/

Fall & Winter
HANDBAGS
Regular Values
'I ClIn •o02 00

ye%
NOW

A

PRICE

699

4599

OPEN FRIDAYS 'TIL 8:30 P.M.
.
5
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Frescoes, Sistine
Chapel At t'atican
To Be Cleaned

CLUB ADDITJON - Construction is well underway on the addition to the Oaks
Country Club..
When completed in the spring, the addition will include an expanded pro shop, new
locker room cart shelter and renovation to the existing facility.

Iti(liti,m.s Planned-.

A major late-winter event
under title of "Young Artists
Competition" will direct the
steps of youthful area musicians to Tapscott Chapel, Kentucky Wesleyan College in
Owensboro on Saturday.
March 14, for auditions and
judges' decision of a winner
for 1981.
Under sponsorship of the
Owensboro Symphony Orchestra and in conjunction
with Owensboro Symphony'
Auxiliary, competition is open
to high school students grades 9 through 12 - who are
rated as qualified pianists and
orchestral instrumentalists.
St. Valentine's Day 1981 is
the deadline date for aspiring
young artists of the Tri-State
area ( Kentucky, Indiana and
Illinois to present their applications for auditions in the
. prize-winning contest.
Applications are available
by contacting: "Young Artists
Competition" Owensboro
Symphony Orchestra, Symphony Center, 122 East 18th
Street, Owensboro, Kentucky
42301 i502j 684-0661.
A committee will review applications, reserving the right
to reject those entries found
lacking
in
required
-background and training.
Rules and regulations are
strict.
One movement of a standard concerto of the competitor's choice- must be performed from memory - no ex-

ceptions - and confined to 15
minutes in length.
Two Professional Letters of
Recommendation must acARIES
company applications.
eY41:=4 YOU BORN TODAY are
Each contestant is required (Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 '
Social life is active and both artistic and scientific. An
to supply a competent accomfulfilling. Many desire your ability to make friends and inpanist for his/her audition.
fluence people qualifies you
Also, provide an extra copy company. Accept travel in- for politics and government
vitations. You'll meet imporof music for the judges.
office. At times you have fixed
tant people now.
Transportation and other
opinions and can be somewhat
TAURUS
expenses incurred to and from (Apr. 20 to May 20)
exacting with others. In
Owensboro are a sole responAn important time for fur- business, you can succeed in
sibility of contestants.
thuring career ambitions. real estate and selling, but
Auditions will be closed to New opportunities arise and you'd probably prefer law,
the public. Only those in com- old projects now begin to pay Medicine, teaching, or
writing.
petition, the accompanists. off handsomely.
judges and competition of- GEMINI
%limy
ficials will be permitted to (May 21 to June 201
Despite a tendency to do too ceeLedge, & Times
enter the recital hall during
many things at once, you'll
the trial hearing.
Decision of the judges will have a good time. Relationships are exciting now! Enjoy'
be final.
Applications must be receiv- life!
ed by the Symphony Center no CANCER
(June 21 to July
later than February 14, 1981,
You'll enjoy your work now
for consideration by the comand will have something to
mittee. Contestants chosen to show for it. Exuberance may
audition will be notified by keep you working overtime.
mail on, or before. February Enjoy home life.
28, 1981.
LEO
Rewards to the winner are (July 23 to Aug. 22) 4124('-t
distinctly relevant to a young
Undoubtedly, you'll impress
artist's ambition. A guest ap- others now. Short trips and
pearance with the Owensboro romance are most fulfilling.
Symphony Orchestra at the Creative efforts may lead to
By Abigail Van Buren
Young People's Concert on success and recognition.
March 30 at Sportscenter, will VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
be forthcoming. Gifts of a ;150
Money comes in now - just
United States Bond and a full
make
sure it doesn't go out
tuition scholarship to the
just as fast. Luck in real
Greater Owensboro Summer
estate,finances and family afMusic Camp will signal furDEAR ABBY: Yesterday I took my 16-year-old daughter,
fairs.
ther recognition of talent.
whom I'll call Sally, for her first visit to a gynecologist,and
LIBRA
I am still in shock at what happened in his office.
I Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 I Sally had a very painful lump in her abdomen,and it took
Local visits and travel lead
to romantic introductions. me three days to convince her that doctors were nice guys,
Those already attached should concerned with helping people feel better, and that she must
trust me and get help.
have a weekend full of fun and
(of the high cost of your hospital insurance)
Well, the nurse led Sally into the examining room to
pleasure!
prepare her for the examination. Sally was scared to death
SCORPIO
and had big tears in her eyes when she went in. The doctor
( Oct. 23 to griv. 21) fillett
came in, looked Sally in the eye, registered disgust and
Real estate ventures and impatience, then he turned around and walked out. He then
property matters are favored. came to the front office and told the receptionist within my
You are likely to receive profit
hearing to cancel the appointment! Hearing this, I apfrom a sale. Be alert for finan- proached him and asked for an explanation. The doctor
cial opportunity.
replied,"I am not about to see a geown girl who is crying!"
SAGITTARIUS
I couldn't believe my ears. The doctor stalked out and I
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) *
Jr,
asked the receptionist if I had heard right. She said,"Yes, he
are
Visits
with
friends
is the boss and can do anything he wants." I stood there.
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
favored. Important people stunned. The doctor then returned and told me to get
753-7273
lend you a hand. Don't be another doctor for "the child," then abruptly walked away.
This same doctor is supposed to perform surgery on me in
afraid to ask for favors.
During the month of January and February, Benthe near future for a female problem. I had met him only
You're popular now!
once before, but was not aware that he is a man of so little
nett & Associates will put special emphasis on
CAPRICORN
patience and compassion. He has been practicing for many
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 V
writing
Hospital Insurance for inyears, and certainly should have had experience with
opportunity
is
A
new
career
dividuals...Bennett & Associates specializes in
is more afraid than ever
dynamite, but keep plans con- frightened young girls. Now Sally
doctors, or my word,and lam equally afraid to have
Group Insurance. Listed below are a few emfidential for now. An existing to trust
this doctor treat me. Suppose a tear or two should stain my
opportunity pays off in cash
ployers who insure their employees through
face? Will he also walk out on me?
recognition.
and
'UPSET -f N WATERBURY'
Bennett & Associates:
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
DEAR UPSET: Don't speculate. Walk out on him
City of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
-Travel leads to new friend- and find another doctor. And report his unprofesCain's AMC-Jeep
Socialize
now.
You
may
ships.
P.S.R. Computer Services
sional conduct to your county medical association be invited to a gala event. In writing!
Crass Furniture
WSJP Radio Station
Good times are in store for
* •
you. Be gracious.
Call lionnett 4 Associates for ratini on on InPISCES
dividual polky(non poop).
DEAR ABBY: When a woman goes out with a man to a
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Indications hint of a bonus restaurant, should she order whatever she wants regardless
of price, or should she pay attention to the prices on the
menu and order something that isn't too expensive?
CLARKSVILLE

Holiday Party
Held Thurman
School, Dance
SPECIAL PARTY - The Thurman School of Dance held a
special holiday party for about 25 young people at their
studio on Highway 121 North. Pictured top left are Amy
Young and Ashley Thurman dancing at the party. In the
top right Craig Thurman dances with one of the youngest
members, Jennifer Mari. In the bottom left are Stacy
Wuest and Craig Thurman dancing at the party.
-,-A.,--meirs.8111111111

n

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

Master Charge, VISA, Behr's Charge
Mon., Tues., Wed., 10 to 8
Thurs., Fri., Sat., 10 to 9
Sun. 1 to 5

721

De tv

Physician,
Heal Thyself!

_n_r2L

ARE YOU SICK?

TAKE 2 ASPIRIN
AND CALL US IN
THE MORNING

Remember The 10th!

DEAR CLARKSVILLE: A considerate woman
considers a man's wallet. So if you're considering
seeing him again, be considerate.
•••

Pay By mail
The 10th of each month is o very important date to your newspaper carrier Your carrier must
receive your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see these carriers are independent business men and women They buy their popers from
us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail delivery rate When you don't pay them by
the 101h, they have to dig down into their, own pockets to mokeup the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month They depend on you to write
their pay checks
Collection tim• can boon inconvenience for you and your ccrrier.
So, paying may mail is o simple way to avoid getting cooght without the right change and you
ovoid the bother of monthly collections.

Wierray Ledger & Times
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Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 38, 1981
What kind of day will tomor- or raise. Be alert for Imporrow be? To find out what the tant career developments.
stars say, read the forecast Consider major new steps
given for your birth Sign.
with joint assets.

•

d•

1

Your individual
Horoscope

.

BySvmphonvOrchestra
•

VATICAN CITY (APi
Michelangelo's "Last Judgment" and other frescoes in
the Sistine Chapel will be
cleaned in the first major
restoration work of the private
papal chapel since it was built
500 years ago, the Vatican
said
Officials said it may take a
team of experts up to 12 years
to complete the restoration.
The chapel is not expected to
be closed to the public except
when the ceiling frescoes are
washed.

DEAR ABBY: Just another example of how the man
always gets the dirty end of the stick:
When I ask a woman what she would do if she caught her
husband in bed with another woman,she invariably replies,
"I'd kill him.When I ask a man what he would do if he caught his wife
in bed with another man, he invariably says,"I'd kill him."
Abby, why does the guy always get the blame when it
takes two to tango?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: Because it is usually assumed
that the guy asked the lady to tango, which is no
longer a fair assumption.
•••

CONFIDENTIAL TO HATES DIRT IN MODESTO:
Perhaps the one who always notices the dirt should
have his glasses cleaned.
•••

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony. get Abby's new booklet. Send El plus
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 1.asky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212,

Our Misses
Hosiery Spectacular
Special Purchase!
Save on
Famous Name Hosiery
Limited Time Only!
We can't say the name but
you'll recognize the quality,
Select ...
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• Full Support Pantyhose

IA

• Control Top Pantyhose
• All in One Panty and
Pahtyhose

and
sign
addt
inch
num
I,e
dout
and
inter
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• All Nude Sandalfoot
Pantyhose
Your Choice 590 pr.
If regular

2.95 and

up.
Sold in Stores Nationally

TIME

Sizes petite, medium, tall,
in suntan and beige.

January Clearance (Hurry Last Few Days)
Drastic Dress Reduction!
Sale Fall and Winter Fashion Dresses
for Misses, Juniors, and Halfsizes
7.00, 9.00, 11.00
Reg. to 35.99
Sacrifice Sale Fall and Winter Better
Dresses Reg. to 35.99 None higher than 15.00
Misses Famous
Name Mix and
Match
Sportswear
Large Sizes
Reg. 29.99
8.99
Blazers

Solid and Printed
Shirts
5.99
Reg. to 15.99
Jackets
Reg. to 45.99
29.99
Storm Coats
39.99
Reg. to 69 99

/
17
.
4

Reg. 39.99 to 100.00

40% to 60% Off
Fashion Jeans
Reg. to 19.99
8.99
Misses and
Junior Shirts
Reg. 15.99
8.99
Fashion Sweaters
Reg. 19.99
6.99
Misses and
Junior Pants
„„
Reg. 15.99 to 19.99
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Wool Coats
Reg. to 119.00

49.99

Lingerie and
Robes
Reg. to 29.99

40% to 60% Off
Hats, Scarfs,
Belts and Socks
50% Off
Handbags
3.99
Reg. 15.99

Central Center Murray-753-7991
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Churchill Tribute
Read In Congress
WASHINGTON. D.C. — U. S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard, Jr., today read on the
House floor in Congress the following
tribute to the late Ronald W. Churchill.
"Mr. Speaker, it is my privilege today to offer a tribute to the memory of
Ronald W.Churchill who died at the age
of 81 on Friday, Jan. 2 at Murray in
Kentucky's first congressional district.
Not many people achieve the measure
of admiration and respect that Ronald
Churchill enjoyed.
"He earned that admiration and
respect because he genuinely cared
about people and about the welfare of
his community. He was a rarity,a man
who had the vitality and know how to be
extremely effective in getting things
done, yet warmth and sensitivity that
made him a beloved leader.
"A licensed funeral director for more
than half a century before his retirement in 1973, Mr. Churchill was a
devoted family man, a tireless community worker, an active member of
First Baptist Church of Murray, and an
avid sportsman. He became a member
of the Murray Rotary Club in 1925 , the
year after it was chartered and maintained a perfect attendance record for

many years.
"In December, he was named a Paul
Harris Fellow, the highest honor that
can be awarded to a Rotarian. Mr.
Churchill also served on the Murray
Board of Education and was a member
of the Murray-Calloway Conty
Chamber of Commerce, and was a
founder and had held every office in the
Western Kentucky Funeral Directors
Association.
"His knowledge of local history, his
skill as a raconteur, his ready sense of
humor, and his magnetic personality
gave him a charm that endeared him to
many.
"Surviving are his wife of more than
57 years, Rebecca Wear Churchill of
Murray, two daughters, Mrs. Martha
Imes of Almo and Mrs. Minnie Lee
Walker of Brentwood, Tenn., a son,
Ronald W.Churchill, Jr., of Middleburg
Heights, Ohio,a brother, Max Churchill
of Murray, nine grandchildren, and
eight great grandchildren.
This
member of Congress considered
Ronald W. Churchill to be an esteemed
fnend and truly an outstanding
gentleman. He will be missed by me
and by many."

Todov In Ilistorv
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Jan. 29, the 29th
day of 1981. There are 336 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 29, 1949, Britain granted de
facto recognition to the new state of
Israel.
On this date:
• In 1861, Kansas was admitted to the
union as the 34th state.
In 1850, Sen. Henry Clay introduced a
compromise bill on slavery that called
for the admission of California to the
union as a free state.
In 1950, South Africa's racial policy
sparked the first series of riots in
Johannesburg.
In 1965, kings, presidents and prime
ministers from around the world converged on London for the funeral of Sir
Winston Churchill.
Ten years ago: Enemy supply and infiltration routes in southern Laos were
bombed by American planes in what
was described in Saigon as one of the
most intensive aerial campaigns of the
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
hind frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.
•

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
One of the earliest advocates of
cooperation between the "mysterious"
East and the industrialized West was
the Indian thinker Rabindranath
Tagore 1861-1941). In many plays,
poems and novels, Tagore preached the
message that the Eastern especially
Hindu) aprreciation of the inner life of
the Spirit could complement and
temper the love of power and "outer"
achievement found in the West.
In his 1931 book The Religion of Man,
he made this point with a Biblical
analogy:
I refuse to think that the twin
spirits of the East and the West.
the Mary and Martha. can never
meet to make perfect the realiza
lion of truth. And in spite of oui
material proverty in the East and
the antagonism of time I wait pa
tiently for this meeting.
Miirray Ledget & Times
Walter I. Apperson
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The proposal to divide the city of
Murray into four wards was turned
down by the Murray City Council at its
meeting held yesterday.
Deaths reported include Ch.,
Pickard,84.
Mrs Willard Ails Was given a certificate of appreciation from the Kentucky Heart Association during the
meeting of the Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. She has
worked with the Heart Association for
the past four years
Dr James Thompson, professor
economics at Murray State University,
spoke at the meeting of the Murray
• Rotary Club.
Becky Chaney was elected as
-sweetheart of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of Amen ca for 1970-71.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Nathaniel Brown on Jan. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lovett will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Jan. 31 An open house is
planned at their home,

0411111.000
.

Vietnam war.
Five years ago: The Soviet Union
made it known that it is was willing to
accept a political settlement in strifetorn Angola.
One year ago: Canada's foreign
minister announced that six U.S.
diplomats had been smuggled out of
Iran after 12 weeks of hiding ' in
Canada's embassy in Tehran.
Today's birthdays: Actor Fritz
Weaver is 55. Actor John Forsythe is 63.
Thought for today: Words are the
most powerful drug used by mankind —
writer Rudyard Kipling 1865-1936 ).
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Garrott's Galley

Carving Out Crude Oil Storage Cares
With One OfNation's Superbuilders
You don't have to go to Washington,
New York or big cities such as these to
meet interesting people. They could be
sitting next to you right here in Murray.
One such person I have had the
privilege to get to know of late is John
McKinney, father of David Parker's
pretty, talented and relatively-new
wife, Martha.
John and his wife, Edna, the former
Edna CalhOon of Trigg County, were in
Murray during the recent Christmas
holidays for a visit with David and Martha and -to look in on Martha's ailing
mother, who still lives in Tngg County.
Their other daughter, Mary, is in her
fifth year as an American Airlines
stewardess, or ''flight attendant," as I
believe they call them today. Now Mrs.
John Hardin, she is based in Nashville,
and John and Edna also got to see her
and her husband during their West Kentucky visit.
++++++
A tall, distinguished,-ramrod-straight
man;John looks more like a Chase National Bank executive than a chief
engineer on a $650 million petroleum
storage construction project along the
Louisiana and Texas coastline. Begun
in 1977 and involving the pumping out of
vast salt deposits for the storage of
crude oil in the huge underground
caverns left, the project is almost complete.
John has been with the Ralph Parsons Co., one of the nation's superbuilders for the past 16 years. Headquartered in Pasadena, Calif., the company — one of the largest in the country
— has a technical staff of 5,400 people,
15,100 permanent employees, and the
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In a change of pace for the first time in 49 years, the Chamber
of Commerce named a "Person of the Year" in selecting Mrs. Margaret Trevathan for the honor November 18. She richly deserved
the honor for her dedication in the development of the library.
Southern Education Evaluation report filed November 25, 1975,
a self-study of nine months duration, announced "evidence of a
quality education program at Murray High School." MHS has
always maintained a high scholastic rating with its pupils as compared with other state schools. There were remarkable failures
back in 1909, but if the opportunity had been afforded for a selfstudy, you know Boss Brown, Lonnie Shroat and yours truly would
have been given A's, tool
LirrgeM and the biggest grocery, according to conclusions gained
from the iron superstructure going up on South 12th Street at
Glendale November 28, 1975, would be known as Big John's supermarket. Little independent grocers were biting the dust in the
settling of passing chains, crowding the marketplace in quest of
cash on the barrel-head "progress." Warned Mr. Luther Robertson
30 years ago town folks were sitting on a time bomb of "progress."
Somewhat improved from the previous year of disastrous traffic
accidents, the toll continued in keeping with the number of vehicles
on the road and density of population. Price Lassiter, 71 years of
age, was fatally injured while walking on South 9th Street near
Story Avenue December 1. He was buried in the City Cemetery.
Five other persons were injured over the same weekend in two
separate accidents. Four days later nine were injured in two highway accidents.
Whitnell Avenue Kwik-Pik general store was robbed by a
young man of $26 after pistol-whipping the cashier into submission.
U. S. Armed forces brought a convoy of four exhibits depicting
history of the Marine Corps, Air Corps, Army, and Navy to Stewart
Stadium December 10 in commemoration of the bicentennial celebration getting a jump on 1976.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital board announced plans to
erect a professional office building annex to the hospital December 18 to attract physicians to the community. Cost estimate was
$1.6 million for a 16-office structure, or $2 Million for a 25-office
building.
To Be Continued

value of its backlog of projects totals
more than $6.6 billion. John heads an
administrative team of more than 60
people.
Before going to the coast project, he
was in charge of an $80 million remodeling project at the Baltimore airport,
and when their present job is complete,
he and .Edna will be moving on to
Denver and to another airport expansion job.
Their Texas-Louisiana crude oil
storage project, which is being done for
the U.S. Department of Energy, involves the creation of the huge
underground caverns to receive
millions of barrels of oil, being stored
for the purpose of reducing the
vulunerability of the United States to a
severe petroleum shortage.
The caverns are part of what is
known as the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve program, and are connected
with cities all over the country through
a fan-like network of pipelines and
-pumping stations.
In developing the system, the Department of Energy has located storage
sites in areas where they would be most
accessible to tankers and major
pipelines.
Once the salt deposits are located.
holes are drilled and water pumped into
them, dissolving the salt. This prime is
then pumped out, piped lemiles out into
the Gulf and dumped.
Capacities of the caverns vary.,
naturally, and it takes about a year to
flush one out and get it ready to receive
the oil. The technology is not new. John
said, pointing out that it had been pretty
well developed by the.Germans before
World War II and by the United States
for natural gas storage.
++++++
Should an interruption occur in the
nation's oil supplies, oil could be rapidly withdrawn from the storage caverns
and injected into the normal crude oil
distribution system of the country.
The vast majority of all crude oil
entering the United States enters
through the Gulf of Mexico, and is
transferred inland though three major

pipelines — the Seaway, the Texoma
and the Capline.
The caverns are grouped and each
complex connected to one of the
pipelines. Many already have been filled with crude oil, thousands upon
thousands of barrels of it, and occasionally the Department of Energy will
order several hundreds of thousands of
barrels pumped halfway across the
country and back simply ass test.
John is based at the company's Bryan
Mound project near Freeport, which is
just southeast of Houston. Sixteen of the
caverns are there with a gross volume
of 194 million barrels of oil. Its brime
disposal pipeline, 36-inches in
diameter, reached 14.6 miles into the
Gulf.
The Byran Mount complex is just one
of seven such clusters of caverns the
Parsons company is involved in constructing on east to New Orleans.
__John's eyes light up when he talks
about the oil storage construction and
what it has meant to employment along
the Gulf Coast. He gets equally enthusiastic when he looks into the future
of what he sees as a tremendous
building boom for companies like tus'in
oil refining and synthetic fuel plant construction.
4-+ .
The big superbuilders like Parsons.
John says, are facing an explosion in
demand for their services both at home
and abroad, an explosion set off not only by soaring oil prices and changing
feedstocks but also by the governmentsponsored synthetic fuel program in the
U.S.
West Kentucky — with at least two of
the huge coal liquefaction projects
almost at 'the construction stage 7-stands tall in the expected employment
boom. One big synfuel plant may, for
example, may require 1,000 technical
personnel at Peak Construction. •
"A major problem.- John says.
-could well be a construction labor
shortage.Time will tell, but the very thought of
all this — although almost beyond one's
comprehension — makes a Shopsmith
jockey's heart pound with excitetnent.
•

•
•

Lutheran Lectder Leaves
By GEORGE W.CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — He came in like
a guardian hon of what he considered
doctrinal orthodoxy, and although he
had routed challengers and quelled the
strife, he's still going out with a parting
growl.
That note came — in the same cause
that marked his entry — from the
departing, longtime president of the
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, the
Rev. J. A. 0. Preus of St. Louis.
The denomination must not "cover
up" doctrinal problems, he says, singling out what he saw as a new one. "The
matter has dragged on far too long.Preus, 60, who is leaving office this
summer after heading the church for 12
sometimes tumultuous years involving
conflict and schism, raised the new
complaint about a potential successor.
It came after the dissent and defection from the early Preus years had
subsided in the Midwestern-based
denomination of 2.7 million people.
But the new criticism, directed at
theological views of the Rev. Walter J.
Vaier Jr., a New Testament professor
of Concordia Senuary at Fort Wayne,
Ind., ruffled the 'recently tempered
mood.
"Shocked and saddened," says
Maier, a third vice-president of the
denomination and considered a likely
candidate for its presidency at the
denominational convention July 3-10 in
St. fouls.
Details of the charges, backed by
Preus and four other ,vice presidents,
were sent to the seminary's control
board for consideration at a meeting

late this week.
Preus announced his decision to step
down in September. adding he would
"take no position" in the selection of his
successor, but that whoever is chosen
must be "doctrinally sound."
Later, he wrote the church's 6,000
congregations while they were in the
process of voting -far nominees, raising
questions about Maier with "much
anguish and grief."
lira:ailing claims of a "coverup- of
doctrinal laxity and alleged false
teaching before he won the presidency
in 1969, eventuating in the departure of
numerous professors and a subsequent
split, he said: "We cannot have another
such situation."
The complaint about Maier involves
his position on "objective justification-- a denominational teaching that God,
through Christ's work, forgave the
whole world prior to human faith accepting that pardon.
Maier -seems to accept the doctrine"
but "rejects the exegesis iscnptural
analysts) on which this doctrine is based,- Preus says, indicating this is not
acceptable.
Maier, who maintains forgiveness
comes through faith, says his teaching
is in harmony with the doctrine "as set
forth in Holy Scriptures and the
I .utheran Confessions."
In publicizing the complaint, which
Preus says first was raised by an unnamed pastor. Preus says he could not
"in good conscience" leave the church
presidency without dealing with this
"
. very unpleasant aspect of My duties
as president."

Murray Electric System employees
worked in bitter cold the night of Jan. 27
to restore power in the North 18th Street
area after an apparent overloading of
lines caused a spectacular electrical
display. It started about 9:30 p.m.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Dave
Parks, 79.
The Murray American Legion and
Legion Auxiliary will observe
Americanism month with a dinner
meeting on Feb. 27 at the Triangle Inn,
according to Mrs. Wayne Flora,
Americanism chairman for the Auxiliary.
The Rev. J. 0. Coltharpe is serving as
pastor of the Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Hub Dunn, Robert Etherton, Willis
Gamble. and Gerald Duncan had high
individual games in bowling in the Murray Merchants League this week at
Corvette Lanes.
Mrs. Curtice Cook and Mrs. Charles
Stubblefield presented the lesson on
"Care of House Plants" at the meeting
of the New Concord Homemakers Club
held at the Cook home.

30 Years Ago
Winter covered Calloway County with
a cloak of ice and snow last night and today after two weeks of above freezing
weather. The mercury dropped to 10
above zero last night and the rain began
to freeze about 5 p.m. yesterday.
A Carman and E. B. Howton of Murray State College are visiting Biltimore
Dairy Farm at Asheville. N. C., and
may buy a calf from the Jersey Cattle
Herd there for the Murray State College
Farm.
"Red Overbey having a time Saturday with his Boy Scouts. They were
making a house to house canvass for
the March of Dimes.''from the column.
''Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
The Murray Training School Colts
beat the New Concord Redbirds to
become champions of the Calloway
County Basketball Tournament played
at the Carr Health Building, Murray
State College. High team scorers were
Tucker for Murray Training and
Rowland for New Concord.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Trigg County team in a basketball
game with King as high scorer for Murray and Howell for Trigg County.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis in -At
War With the Army."

Bible Thought
. . .The Lord God, merciful
and gracious. longsuffering.
and abundant in goodness and
truth. Exodus 34:6.
Our God is also as strict as
hell. Men and women have to
decide which path they will
pick: choose life, choose
Christ; choose goodness.
-1

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
•
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Misses'Sizes

Santa Cruz
Blue Russet
Pink Bon•
Green

13 19

2.99

Our 1.371.57 Pr.
Men's or Boys' HI-rise Socks
In Orion' acrylic/nylon with soft
cushion foot 8oys"2-11,rnen's10-13.
Reg TM

Velvety Towels

Sheared cotton polyester terry Fringed ends
Washcloth, 12x12". 99'
Hand Towel,16x26" 1.99

1222W/A
14-27

_i011011111.1.1114`
Nj

Save 28% Our Reg. 5.57

YOUR CHOICE

Save 22% Our 8.57-8.96

8.99

6.99 3.99

Savings On Kitchen Appliances
• Opener is automatic Cord storage
• Iron :an be used for steam or dry
• Mixer is lightweight has 3 speeds
• Toaster with Select-Ronic'" control

Tops In Fashion Stripes
Cheerful. eye-catching
stripe tops in a choice of
styles All are silky acetate/
nylon, with fashion details.

Knit Polyester Pants
' Trim-looking, fashion knit
pants in a range of popular
colors Easy-fitting pull-on
waist and stylish accents
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K mart Sale
Price
Less Factory
Rebate
Net Cost
After Factory
Rebate

12.99

"Garden Pattern" Corn Popper
Pops tne corn and butters
through handy flip-top server

it

-1.74
!.75

32A-38C
40C-44D

Our Reg
1 27
"Promenade" Terry Washcloth
cotton/polyester
2.(1. .,,ze
Our 2.97, 24x44"Ilath Towel,1.99

89

• 4-Pack GE'"Soft-White" Light Bulbs
Your choice of 60-watt 75-watt or
100-watt bulbs 4 per pkg

Our Reg
Choice
Your
2.96-3.22
Fashion Bras Or Sport Briefs
Many styles all in easy-care tabr
Our 2.96-3.22, Full Figure Bras, Briefs, 1.99
Our 1.17-1.37 Cotton Briefs, Sizes 5-10, 99C

9

Reg.
14.96
af,

9.99
Men's Belted
Action Slacks

Take-with Price

SAVE $30

•

Polyester knit Choice
of latest solid colors

Our Reg 17 97
• Men's Quartz Digital Watch
Shows seconds. minutes. hour, day
and date Black plastic case, band

r••• I 'woo", ard
Ammon,wan Polo,

Sporting Goods Dent

Sporting Goods Dept

Fabric Softener

99° 1.99

Sizes 29-42

Our Reg S229
Modular Stereo Sound System
AM/FM radio, 8-track and cassette
recorders, record changer. speakers

Final Touch 33 Oz.

Save 33% • 39%

fi Our

$199

WhileLimit 2
c
W300 Last

OLimit 2
While
900 Only
Last

No-stick Bakeware Sale
,ave on pie pans, cookie sheets.
cake and loaf pans, other items

Dove Bath Soap
One fourth moisturizing cream

Sporting
Goods Dept
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50

OFF

All Men's
Winter
Er

Hunting

1.59

Shirts
Sale
Price

In Stock

Ponta Point.221..R. Stinger Ammo'
0-mark' industries super fast ammo
in 50 rounds per box

99c

Our Reg
1 33

Utility Disposable Light
Never replace batteAes or bulbs Of
high impact plastic Compact case

Focal ° Color Print Film
Save on 12-exposure 126 and 110
film cartridges Both 100 ASA
•

• Polarized Extension Cord
Brown or white 9-ft cord has
rotrry qofety cap For indoor use

You Can Plan on a Re•ular Shopping Spree Every Week at K mart.
700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
THE SAVING PLACE

•
•

r•*, risr-er-•••

Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

et NW
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Quality at a
K mart Price Thurs. Fri. & Sat.

SAL

R•sistor Plugs -Ea. 99'
Pkg. of 4,6 or 8 Only Limit 16

SIZES
A78x13
878x13
178104
F78s14

Heavy-duty Plasticware
Choice of 11-qt dishpan. 1-bu laundry basket. or 11-qt pail Save

Yd.
K mart
Price

SALE

F.E.T.

21.99, 1.62
25.99 1.76
39.88 28.99 1.92
41.88 30.99 2.09
43.88 32.99 2.19
34.81

36.88

678x14

45.88 33.99

2.34

678515

46.88 34.99
47.88 34.99

2.58

H78x14
Each
Our 197

RIG.

2.42

48.88 3619 2.64
For
many
''Blackarar Only
cars

14711x15

'Wtotteroll Only

Colorful Print Fabrics
44 45" widths in cotton, polyester/cotton, and polyester/rayon.
Punts may vary mom stole to store

--,-

6.

Our
Reg
9.97
Zip-front Sweat Shirt, Adult Sizes
hlooded. zip-front sweat shirts in soft
cotton blends Solid colors Save
Our 6.97, Children's ,S•111•1.
4.09
Our 7.97, Youths' Sizes .
5.99

Our
Reg
597
Crew-neck Shirts In Adult Sizes
Men's comfort-styled sweat shirts in
polyester/cotton Solid colors
Our Reg. 3.88-4.88 Similar Styles
In Children's and Youth Sizes .... 2.99

coaI
iLaolrixpoanient

311.9

8" Glass Serving Bowls
Glass serving bowls in choice of
attractive colors 8" diameter

21.99

Each
'KM 78'"Our Best" 4-ply
Polyester Cord Blockwall
•7 Multi-Sipth Tread Ribs
• '78" Series Tread Design
All Tires Plus F E T Each
Mounting Included • No Trade in Required
SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. Install front disc broke
pads and brake linings
on rear wheels
2. Resurface drums and
true rotors
3 Inspect front calipers
4. Rebuild rear wheel
cylinders if possible,
SERVICESINCLUDE: replace II necessary at
additional
parts cost per
1. Oil change (Choice whexxl cylinder
ol 5 qt. any weight '
5.
inner and
Repack
K mart oil)
K mar,
2.'owl
,
' outer bearings
6 Replace front grease
brand oh l fitter'
3. Chassis lubricahon "als

LIMIT6
WAR UM

K swirl

Each
Our 1,27

Our Reg 32 88 - 600x12**
Plus
E3
T
IF 4

5•Year

6-oz.• Tube Of Ultra Me'
Refreshing Ultra Britc' toothpaste •
with improved teeth whiteners
• Net wi

de

SAVE 4.97

5.

Gal.
Our Reg 10 96
Latex One-coat Interior Paint
remiurn 1-coat walt paint in white
and colors Has 5-year durability

•
White Plastic Window Shade
:Mite window shade in sturdy. easyclean translucent plastic 37/
1
4"x6"

Harvest Amber'Ovenware
Can be used in mircowave or conventional ovens. Dishwasher-safe

l.n1.31 3 Mon.
Replet•ment
34,14 Mon.
64.0
,
Prpr.1•11,1.40

Sale
Price
Fantastik* Spray Cleaner
All-purpose household cleaner in
32-oz* bottle with trigger spray

9

Lube
Filter Special
F r many U.S
cars Additional
se'vices extrd

Unassembled
In Carton

SAVE 4.97

6.

Gal
Our Reg 11.96
Satin Lustre Latex Enamel
Fast-drying interior latex is washable.
5-yr. durabc 'v
White. colors
White Only

7. Inspect master cylinder
8. Refill hydraulic system

Sale Price

D sc Drum

For Many

u.53

Brake Special
Additional parts
andservicesatextra Cost

With Exchange
Installed

wart WAITED
WARRANT(

Each
Our 1.44

ptr i

(Fittings extra)
Single stage filters lot
Many cars

Our Reg 46 88

9.9

Sale Price
4-shot Metal Storage Unit
Storage shelves for laundry room,
basement or workshop 60x36x12"

Installation Available

limited (Ownership Pura.
hon) Warranty war,anteecl
os long Os YOU 0,
,yOUr CO,
DE
,
C3,15
s!o,e

Sale Price

Installed

39.99 12.99E0
36-Mo. Battery
Side or Top Ter- minal for many
COTS. -

Radial Shocks
Skzes to fit many
American cars

hIsikri case

SAVE 4.97
(4-it -

PlAlnwecowomoust
euesnotoW•112•NIV

Co •
or60"3-way
speakers Pr. 37.99
Our 128.88
5i/4"

Sale
Price
• 2-pack"C"Or"D" Batteries
Eveready* "C" and "D' standard
batteries 2 batteries per pkg

4
VISA
'1
master charge
,.
s

Arta

r

8-0z. Chopped Beef Steak
An 8-oz steak of chopped beef
grilled to order, served with French
Fries, roll & butter

5.99

Ceiling Paint
Non-glare flat
latx One-coat

Sale Price

2.99 $99
Gal

Paint Thinner
In handy plastic
container Save

AMNA Casson*
Pushbutton unit
with cassette

n.

ro, •re,

Our Reg 16 88

9.99
Socket Set
Dr
21-oc./
1
4- &
SAE and metric.

99c

Ow 1 96-2 17
Choice
Each
Accessories
wheel grip or
or console

Our 1 57-2 57

99c

Yew
Choice

Auto Needs
Gas filter, air
breather or PCV
valve

K mart ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY
Our firm intention a to have every advertised item in stock on
Our Shelves II on advertised Kern is not available !or
purchase due to any unloreseen meason. K mod we issue, a
Rain Check on redoes' for time rnerchondwe (one Wens Of
reasonable tamlh cluontrtV) lO be DufChOsed Ot tte Will
PnCO whenever (wadable ol We We you cs comparable
Wary darn at a comparable reduction sr) pace Our policy a
to one 011ICUS10010•1 whits:what- always

Copyfighl ilkel by KrnareCOMOrOflen

AtiAll

•

Our Reg. 10.96

^,•3yrbe, 3 00 •••
411055
bo we.,sic.=

_

Open Deily 9-9; Sundays 124

4:==

ID

The Saving Place,'

s,

•

•-••

•

•."
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OVC Leaders Looking For More Defense, Rebounding

Racers Back On Road At Akron
By DAVID HIBBrITS
Sports Editor
Defense, rebounding and
youth have already made
Murray State coach Ron
Greene a restless man this
season. Now, he is afraid the
Racers could be running out of
time even though they are currently tied with Western Kentucky for the Ohio Valley Conference lead with a 5-1 record.
As the Racers return to the
road to face Akron (5-11
overall, 2-4 in the conference)
tonight, those same ills are a
long way from being cured,
even after'four straight wins
at home provided some relaxation.
-Akron is extremely quick

and is playing with confidence," Greene said about
the team that handed Murray
an 85-79 loss at Akron last
year. "It will take a supreme
effort for us to beat them
"Coach ; Stevel Newton
watched them beat Austin
Peay 79-65 and said they
were playing better than any
team in the OVC nght now It
took a while for them to work
in their system and their ideas
under new head coach Bob
Rupert 1."
Even after the Zips' last two
consecutive wins on the road
the first was a 71-62 decision
at Tennessee Tech, Greene is
more concerned about how his
team will play after having

been beaten inside so many
times already this year.
We are putting most of our
emphasis this week on returning to the basics, like defense
and rebounding," Greene
said. "We are doing things we
should not be doing at this
time of the year.
"We always want to be better defensively. Consistently,
more championships are won
with defense.
"In rebounding, we have
gone from being seventh in the
country (with a 7.0 average
difference over their oppoents) last year to being
seventh at minus 4.3a game
in the OVC this year. We have

excellent jumpers, so we
should be better than seventh
in the conference.
"The other teams have been
drawing in their defenses and
have getting some major
stickback.s."
Greene said he was pleased
that the Racers had met their
short term goal of winning
their last four games.
"The fact that we are 5-1
with room for improvement is
encouraging," Greene said.
"We are taking better care of
•
the ball now.
"I will probably play Tony
Slaughter more because he
has been so active for us. We
need to approach the road

games with as much of a
positive feeling as possible."
While Murray State is sitting in seventh in the OVC in
rebounding, Akron is only sixth.
Operating with a small
lineup of their own, with Joel
Price the tallest at 6-foot-7, the
Zips are being outrebounded,
40.8-36.2 a game.
Akron is led in scoring by
senior guard Wendell Bates
with a 15.2 average while the
other half of its backcourt,
freshman Joe Jakubick has
scored at a 13.1 clip.
The Zips' schedule has included Ins.ses to Michigan, 9869, South Alabama, 5249 and
Evansville, 71-51.
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AT THE TOP OF THE MSU REBOUNDING — Glen Green (21)is averaging 5.7 a game,
well below Gary Hooker's team-leading 12.3 last year.
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Cats Get By Well-Prepared Mississippi State, 71-64

Homecourt May Be A Non Sequitur For UK
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
The idea of a homecourt advantage may be a non sequitur
at the University of Kentucky.
The sight of 23,000-plus
screaming fans is supposed to
scare the daylights out.of the
opposition. It seems instead to
be a tonic.
-It seems like everyone who
comes in here has that mental
preparedness that makes
them ready to play," said
Wildcat Coach Joe Hall, ?and
Mississippi State was that
way."
The
seventh-ranked
Wildcats, heavily favored

against a team that had lost
seven of its previous eight
games, found themselves tied
34-all at halftime and trailing
40-38 with 18:47 to go.
That Kentucky triumphed
71-64 was due in part to Sam
Bowie's early dominance and
to some arctic shooting by the
Bulldogs down the stretch.
It was the sixth time in 11
homecourt victories that Kentucky's margin was nine or
fewer points. Only one of the
previous victims — No. 11
Tennessee — is currently
ranked.
Hall said the Bulldogs
"were almost letter-perfect
early."

"They were so intent and
their movements were so wellcoordinated. Every kid was
playing his heart out. I don't
know what effect it had on the
team, but it shocked me," Hall
said.
"We were very successful
getting the ball into Sam early
in the second half. Then
Mississippi State missed
about eight or nine shots in a
row and that was the difference."
Indeed, it was curtains for
the Bulldogs, who fell to 7-10
overall and 2-7 in the
Southeastern
Conference
play. Kentucky now stands at
13-3 and 7-2.

MSU Track Teams Open
1981 Indoor Season
10-Team Field To Be Assembled For Illinois Invitational Saturday

•

Murray State will be among
ten teams entered Saturday in
the annual Illinois Invitational
Track Meet at Champaign as
the Racers open their 1981 indoor season.
Also included in the field
will be Air Force, Kentucky
State, Lincoln, Middle Tennessee, Northeast Missouri
State, Northern Illinois, Northwestern, Western Kentucky

and host Illinois.
Cornell will dispatch a 25man team for the competition
which includes 20 events and
gets underway with the long
jump at 10:30 a.m.
"It will be a good opening
meet for us," said Cornell, the
OVC Indoor Track Coach of
the Year last season. "My expectation is high for the indoor

season and! hope we can start
things in good fashion."
Cornell returns most of his
regulars from last year's OVC
indoor championship team
and has fueled his roster with
several talented newcomers.
The Racers will be strong in
the distance events where
Richard Charleston, Jerry
Odlin, Chris Bunyan, Barry

Attwell, Eddie Wedderburn
and Gary Ribbons will be
entered. Cornell expects big
things of Charleston, a senior
eligible for the indoor season
only, and has labeled him an
all-America candidate.
Middle distance runner
David Warren will make his
return debut after sitting out
last year to prepare for the
British Olympic squad. War-

ren was a 800-meter finalist
for England in the Moscow
Olympics and is a three-time
All-American for Murray
State.
Cornell is also predicting
success in the shot put with
school record holder and
defending conference champion Stan Simmons joined by
Andy Vince, who missed last
season with an injury.

Lady Racers To Compete At Southeast Missouri Saturday
The Murray State Lady. somewhat sore due to condiRacer track team will open tioning," said Murray State
the indoor portion of its coach Margaret Simmons.
schedule Saturday with dual "But you've got to start
competition at Southeast sometime and I believe
everyone is anxious for cornMissouri.
"We've got an assortment of petition."
The meet with Southeast
injury and illness problems
and a lot of them are Missouri is the first of four

scheduled indoor meets for the
Lady Racers. Murray State
will return to competition next
week in the Mason-Dixon
Games in Louisville.
Heading the Lady Racer
representation this weekend
will be Allison Manley, who
sat out last season to train for

a spot on the British Olympic
team. Manley was the top
point producer on the 1979
Murray State track team and
holds school records in the
high jump, long jump and pentathlon.
Freshman sprinter Angela
Payne and freshman hurdler

Janice Dickson have also been
impressive in preseason
drills.
Simmons also returns middle distance runner Wendy
Slaton, shot put and discus
specialist Jenny Oberhausen
and pentathlon specialist
Karen Harding.

Fleming Is Still Queen Of Figure Skating
By WILL GRLMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Thirteen years and three
Olympiads after she had a
beri-bboned gold medal placed
around her neck, Peggy Flem.ing is still the dazzling queen
of the figure skating world.
They come and go — these
teenage tykes and whirling
young ballerinas of the ice - -

but none matches the greened California beauty in
grace and artistry. Or in staying power.
"In style and execution, she
is better than she ever was,"
says Dick Button, ice show entrepreneur who was four-time
world and twice Olympic
champion. "In musical interpretation, she is impeccable.-

. ,
A NEW CITY
DIRECTORY FOR
MURRAY
We are currently gathering new
information for the new city
directory. Your cooperation in
assisting our enumerators list
your family and business correctly will be appreciated. There is
no charge for your listing.

JOHNSON
PUBLISHING
CO.
YouiCity Director Publisher

e

Ar -

Peggy, now 32, is currently
being seen in the World Professional Skating Championships, taped in midDecember, and aired in seven
Sunday segments on NBC's
"Sportsworld," ending March

are gone.
Pretty Peggy skates on.
What keeps pretty Peggy going?
"I love skating," she says.
"I plan to continue skating as
long as I can entertain,and en8.
joy myself. But I am also a
Peggy is in fast company, housewife and mother. My life
joining Dorothy Hamill, Jo Jo is built around my husband
Starbuck and Ken Shelley in a and son."
team match against Linda
Shortly after winning the
Fratianne, Robin Cousins and Olympic ladies' figure skating
the favored American pair of title in Grenoble, France, in
Tai Babilonia and Randy 1968 — Uncle Sam's only gold
Gardner.
in those Winter Games — she
Peggy steals the show, just was married to Gregory
as she did in the live produc- ;enkins, a medical student at
tion before a crowd of 18,432 in the University of Texas.
the Capital Centre in LanShe signed a $1 million condover, Md., and in a later tract with NBC and Ice Follies
Christmas holiday tour of and continued her career
Mainland China.
while Greg finished his
We have seen endless figure undergraduate studies and inskating marvels, Olympic ternship.
medals dangling on their
Now it's Dr. . Gregory
chests, flit across our televi- Jenkins, successful dersion screens. They sparkle a matologist. They have a ranch
while and then — pfft! — they house built on a two-acre

wooded plot in Los Gatos,
Calif., where they are able to
hide from the prying eyes and
pressures of a demanding
world. They have a 4-year-old
son, Andrew,
Peggy doesn't mind undertaking ice show assignments
and exhibitions because Greg
has built a successful practice
and can leave it to associates
and accompany his famous
wife on extended excursions,
such as that to China.
Peggy's heavy schedule is
laced with other activities.
She will join Button as TV
commentator for the U.S. and
World Figure, Skating Championships. She has a contract
with McCall's for dress
designing. She makes frequent TV appearances, the
latest in "Fantasy Island."
She has a six-week tour this
spring with Ice Capades and
next fall will have an extended
appearance at Harrah's at
Lake Tahoe.

Crosby Weather Is Back
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif.
API — They call it "Crosby
weather."
It's been absent for a couple
of years and the rimed Bing
Crosby National Pro-Am, with
a horde of celebrity amateurs
and the cream of the crop of
golf's touring pros, has been
played in warm sunshine
against the picturesque
backdrop of the beautiful
Monterey Peninsula.

But this year Crosby
weather has returned,
It's cold, wet and windy.
The conditions are so severe
there is the threat of the tournament being disrupted. One
more storm could do it.
The tournament was
scheduled -- weather permitting — to get underway today
on three courses on the stormlashed peninsula, inundated
by more than two inches of

rain early in the week and
braced for another front due to
sweep in from the Pacific.
"We just can't take any
more rain," said Jack Stirling, a PGA tour official who
spent mostof the day Wednesday supervising ground crews
bailing out bunkers and attempting to dry out tees and
greens on Pebble Beach,
Cypress Point and Spyglass
Hill.

State Coach Jim Hatfield,
Hall's former assistant, also
cited his tedm's poor shooting
— 45 percent for the game but
just 41 percent in the second
half — as one key factor.
Another was State's 10-for-18
free throw shooting, including
just four of 10 after it got the
bonus with 9:45 remaining.
But Hatfield said he was
"proud of the effort and I have
been all year." "This is not an
unusual effort," he said. "Our
kids played hard. The things
that have plagued us all year
plagued us again tonight."
Kentucky got 27 points from
Bowie — two shy of his career
mark —and it appeared the 7foot-1 sophomore would 'set a
new personal standard. But he
was scoreless after 5:13 of the
second period, due in part to a

lengthy stint on the bench
because of a hip injury and a
virus.
Dirk Minniefield, who missed just one shot and dished out
a game-high seven assists, ad-

Hogan
Philadelphia
New York
Washington
New Jersey

ded 12 points for Kentucky, as
did Derrick Hord.
Jeff Malone's 25 points on
11-for-1 6 shooting led
Mississippi State. Terry Lewis
tossed in 11 points.

M arra ukee
Indiana
Clucago
Cleveland
Atlanta
Detroit

Laker Girls Game's
Time Changed To 7

San Anionic
Houton
Kansas City
Utah
Deriver
Dallas

The Calloway CountyMarshall County varsity girls

we,
St

Phoenix
Los Angeles
Golden State
Portland
San thew
Seattle
Wed
Boston 104, PI
Irkikana 104 C
Wadungton It
Houston III,
M awe ukee II!

The junior varsity game,
orginally scheduled to begin at
6:30 p.m. and to be followed by
the varsity game, has been
canceled.

game has been moved up to 7
p.m. tonight.

Association Elects President
The Murray-Calloway County Baseball Association met
January 19 and elected Kent
Wright as its president for the
next year.

The association has begun
planning for the 1981 summer
season, and anyone interested
in coaching should call Wright
at 753-6251.

New York at
Phoerux at (1
Baster at Gar
Golden State i
New Jersey al
Houston at Li
Milwaukee at
Portland at Si
Kansas (It) a

SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVF-SAVE-SA%

BYRON'S
506 N 12th Muitay Ky

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Olympic Plaza

NHL!

CI)

By llw
Lamp
Pat

Phone 753 2380
NA5Dri910

•

5.'Y Islanders
PhiladelpIsa
Qtlgal7i
Wastungtor
NY Rangers
Sm.
SL Inas
Varrouver
• t Ctlicarv
1" Go/orado
Ecknonton

V)
D

rn
We Honor
Ail PCS,Travelers
Medimet,
in
t
Great Tasting High
Ky. Public
Potency Antacid/
Assistance
Anti-Gas
Prescriptions
and
60 Tablets
Workman's
120, 1..H.Uld
Liquid
Tablets
pensati'
joiva‘ivAvAmivii
i
,,mvAv4
"

Mylanta-II

*269
W

Just in
Valentine
Day
Cards

Wait
Mal
, Ins Angeles
Montreal
Pittsburgh
i Hartford
Detroit

$199

Ads

Buffako
Minnesota
Boston
Toronto
Quebec

Tv ',Vet W
VW'
Prompt Temporary Relief Of
Minor Sore Throat Pain

Wedoe
Hartford 6, Cole
Detroit 2, Quebt
Pittsburgh 3, M
NY Islanders 6,
Praladelphu 4,
Chicago 7, Vane
Edinorson 9, Mt
NY Rangers 6.

Cepastat
Sore Throat Products

70z.

Vancouver at W
Minnesota at EU
Wumipeg at Flot
Montreal at Cali

18 Sugar
Free Lozenges

Tram

Vicks Vapo Steam
Liquid Medication For Hot
Steam Vaporizers

Topol
Tooth
Polish

By The,

Ame
MINNESOTA
Wynegar, catch
tract
NEW YOH?
Johnny Oates, c
first baseman.
league contracts
NaU
CINCINNATI
Nolan, catcher, t

$217

BAa

Moist
Heating
Pad

Nalleaal Basta
SAN DIEGO
Sidnvy Wicks, to
Rank,forward
EC
Natikaal
NEW 0161E,
King Hill teens
Paul Voting. it,,
Zapalat defensi
RichariLson. we
Joe Spencer. offe
PITT
STEE 11,RS- An
of Danght White,
WASHINGTON
Larry Peccatielk

Vaseline
Pure Petroleum
Jelly

Sugg. Retail 12.75
$799

I.

NatIosal
BOSTON BRIJ
'ravish. center,
American Hocke)

Alka-Seltzer
Plus Cold
Medicine

Open
9-9
Mon.-Sat.
and
1-6
Sundays

New
Cars c

Prices Good Thru Feb. 4, 1981
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Sarnpson Blocks Out Wake Forest In Last Minutes By KEN RAPPOPORT
Al'Sports Writer
Ralph Sampson, the tallest
point in the Virginia
Cavaliers lineup, wasn't his
usual visual self for most of
the game against Wake Forest
Wednesday night.
But in the last Vs minutes,
you couldn't see the Forest for
the tree

streak to 22 genies and gave that cut Virginia's lead from
the Cavs more solid footing in 13 points to four with 2 10 left
the topsy-turvy Atlantic Coast "But Sampson made the
Conference with a 7-0 record. baskets they had to have."
By the same token, it was only
Tacy's team also kept foulthe second loss in 17 starts for ing the wrong player - Lee
Wake Forest.
Raker He made five of six
"We made a great effort to foul shots in the last 39 seconds
close it at the end," said Wake in one-and-one situations
Forest Coach Carl Tacy,
Virginia Coach Terry
referring to a Deacon rally Holland saw apathy in his
•

Cavaliers after they piled up a
big lead late in the second
half.
"We just really didn't execute," he said of the stretch
at the end when Wake Forest
almost caught up "We didn't
set up the passes and we ended
up losing our concentration I
thought about the four-minute
mark that our guys looked at

the scoreboard and nut consciously said. Okay,'
it's over,
let's make sure we go home
with a win. Let's not get
anybody hurt.'"
Elsewhere, No, 3 DePaul
stopped Illinois State 54-50,
No. 4 Louisiana State trimmed
Mississippi 63-59, No. 7 Kentucky clipped Mississippi
State 71-64, No. 11 Tennessee

beat Georgia 72-67, 12th- gotten ourselves in a serious
ranked North Carolina ham- jam," Brown said.
mered Clemson 61-47 and KanLed by Dale Ellis, Tensas State upset No. 18 Kansas nessee fought back two c ft
54-43.
eight-point deficits 111 it:. •
Sampson finished with 19 hail, then played ke,
points while Raker, deadly ac- the final four minutes to twat
curate from outside, had 25. Georgia. Ellis, with a gameJeff Lamp scored 11 of the leading 24 poilllS, sparked the
Cavaliers' first 17 points as Tennessee rallies with layups
Virginia broke on top and and 10-foot jumpers from the
never was caught. He finished key. Despite sitting out 12
with 16 points and became on- minutes with three fouls, Gary
ly the second Virginia player Carter had 20 points for the
to pass the 2,000-point mark Volunteers.
for his career.
Freshman Sam Perkins
Unseld contributed 14 points third quarter and coasted.
Frank Johnson, who had two hauled down 12 rebounds and
and 15 rebounds and Kevin
Mike Dunleavy added 19 for baskets in
Wake Forest's scored 16 points to lead North
Porter dished out eight assists the Rockets.
futile comeback, finished with Carolina over Clemson. The
along with scoring 21 points.
Cliff Robinson paced the a game-high ZS points.
setback was the third for the
Pacers 108, Warriors 102
Nets, who lost their 40th game
Mark Aguirre scored 21 Tigers at home this season
Indiana took the lead in the in 56 outings, with 22 points.
points as DePaul rallied from since their 22-game Littlejohn
second quarter and held it Bucks 119, SuperSonics 110
a 26-24 halftime deficit to Coliseum victory streak Was
throughout as James Edwards
Marques Johnson scored 10
broken two weeks ago.
scored 23 points and George of his game-high 24 points in defeat Illinois State. Rick
The Tar Heels did it the hard
Lamb
led
Illinois
State
with
20
McGinnis had 20 points and 13 the final period to lead
way, rallying to 'outscore
points
and
nine
rebounds.
resounds.
Milwaukee. The Bucks trailed
Close calls have been a Clemson 22-2 over a 14-minute
Joe Barry Carroll, playing 94-92 midway in the fourth
span in the second half.
DePaul
trademark this
in his first game in Indiana quarter, then Johnson scored
Tim Jankovich and Tyrone
season,
said
Blue
Demons
since graduating from Purdue five points as the Bucks
and being selected first in the outscored Seattle 12-2 to jump Coach Ray Meyer: "We've Adams both scored 14 points to
played like that all year. We trigger Kansas State's upset
NBA draft last summer, on top 104-96.
managed 19 points and 18 reThe Bucks maintained that were outrebounded 20-11 in the of Kansas in a Big Eight
bounds.
advantage the rest of the way first half and didn't take the game. Jankovich, who came
into the game averaging only'
Rockets 111, Nets 99
as they posted their 14th vic- shots we should have taken."
Durand Macklin scored 21 7.9 points, shredded the KanMoses Malone put in 29 tory in 15 games against
points and grabbed 14 re- Western Conference op- points and grabbed 10 re- sas zone defense, hitting 7-of-8
bounds to pace Houston, which ponents. The Sonics dropped bounds to lead LSU over shots from the field. Adams, a
Mississippi. ISU, with an 18-1 6-foot-6 junior, hit 5-of-10 from
built a 16-point lead in the their sixth straight
record overall and 9-0 in the the field and all four of his
Southeastern Conference, also free-throw attempts.
'got 12 points from Ethan MarRolando Blackman, a 6-footNEW YORK API - Bob lege F•ootball Hall of Fame at tin and 10 from Howard 6 senior and member of the
U.S. Olympic team, only had
..•
Devaney, who guided_ the Kings Island, Ohio, in August Carter.
-We knew it would be a good one point for the Wildcats, but
University of Nebraska to con- 1982.
secutive national championAfter playing at Alma Col- game,- said ISU Coach Dale proved his worth in other
ships in 1970-71 and never had lege in Michigan and coaching Brown. "Ole Miss's rugged, ways. He had a game-high
a losing season in 16 years as a at four Michigan high schools, man-to-man defense gave us seven rebounds, a game-high
college head coach, was nam- , Devaney was an assistant problems that we had not fac- 'seven assists and also made
ed today to the National Foot- coach at Michigan State. ed this season. But once again, three steals.
ball Foundation's College University for four seasons we figured out a way to win."
"That's a perfect example
Brown gave credit to of what he can mean to his
Football Hall of Fame,
before becoming head coach
Devaney, whose overall at the University of Wyoming. Macklin's defensive play in team
when
Rolando
record was 136-30-7 for an .806
He then coached at the first half, and to a cool Blackman doesn't score.':
percentage, will be officially Nebraska for 11 years,compil- ;team approach when said Kansas State Coach Jack
inducted into the Hall of Fame ing a 101-20-2 record, winning Mississippi came on strong in Hartman. "He did a tremenat 'the foundation's annual or sharing the Big Eight the second period.
dous amount of things that
"We didn't do the silly don't show up in the
awards dinner here Dec. 8. He crown eight times and posting
things when we realized we'd statistics."
will be enshrined in the Col- three unbeaten seasons.

Celtics, Sixers Swap Positions After Classic Battle
By The Associated Press
It was one of those classic
battles in the Boston Garden
for which the Celtics and 76ers
have become famous. When it
was over, the archrivals had

swapped positions atop the
National Basketball Association standings.
But neither the Celtics nor
the 76ers were placing special
significance on Boston's 104-

team won it's 13th consecutive
game to finally overtake Philly at the head of the Atlantic
Division. The Celtics' 43-9
record and .627 percentage not
only places them ahead of the
Sixers' 44-10 and .815 but also
made Boston the only team
with fewer than 10 losses in the
NBA.
The 76ers reached double
'""11111111 figures in the loss column
before the Celtics, mainly due
to Larry Bird and Robert
Parish, who had 24 and 21
now goes to Al owners, who meet in
points respectively. Parish hit
Chicago Thursday Approval of the
shareholders and the owners has been
a pair of free throws with nine
expected.
seconds to go to provide
SKIING
Boston with a three-point lead
MEGEVE, France
AP
Switzerland's Doris de Agostim edged
and Philadelphia could not get
countrywoman MarieTheres Nadig by
off a shot to tie.
five tenths of a second in capturing her
second World Cup downhill race of the
The Sixers benefited from a
Season
35-point explosion by Julius
De Agostini was timed in 1 minute. 212
Erving, who scored 45 points
seconds. Nadu was clocked in I 21 7
Norway's Twill F.jeld.qad Unshed third
in the only other meeting this
in 1.21 66, and Holly Beth Flanders of
season between the teams, a
Deerfield, N H was fourth in 21 93
VIENNA
AP) •- Jarmila
game Philadelphia won at
Kratochnlova of Czechoslovakia broke
home in overtime.
her world indoor bests in the 200 and 400
At no time in the game were
meter races
In a three-nation meet. Kratochvilova
the clubs separated by more
was timed in 49 64 seconds for the 400
than seven points.
and 22 76 fur the 200 She had previously
set the 400 nuirk of 51 02 on Jan 19 Her
Elsewhere in the NBA,
old 200 record was 31919
'Washington topped Phoenix
TURIN, Italy AP - Philippe Hou108-98, Indiana beat Golden
vion of France won the pole vault and
countryman Guy Drut won the 60-meter
State 108-102, Houston took
hurdles loan International indoor meet
New Jersey 111-109, and
Houvion cleared 18 feet. 2'o inches to
edge Michel Bellot. also of France. Drut
Milwaukee downed Seattle
had a winning time of 7 70 seconds.
119-110.
beating Javier Moracho of Spain, who
clocked 1.80
Bullets 108. Suns 98
FOOTBALL
Washington won for ' the
NEW YORK(AP -Three stars of the
ninth time in 10 games and the
1926s. Ralph - Moon- Baker, Walter
Koppisch and Herbert • Cobbles"
fourth straight contest betund
Sturhahn, were named to the National
Greg Ballard's 26 points. Wes
Football Foundation's College Football
101 victory over Philadelphia
Wednesday night.
"If this was the last game of
the regular season, I'd be happy as heck," said Celtics
Coach Bill Fitch after his

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings
Bi The ASSIIIraird
kastern (oedemas.
Atlantic Dictum
W
1.
Pit
bum.
43
9
6/7
Philadelphia
44 10
815
New York
31 a
277 13
Washinglin
S 211
461 la
New Jersey
15 a
273 a'
Central Dhiams
Mdwaukee
39 13
750 Indiana
9
31 21
574
Chicago
26 27
191 13'1
tleveland
21 32
116
Atlanta
19 33
365 20
Detroit
13 4.1
241 27
Walesa Conference
Miliong Mims
San Antonio
621
Hanlon
24 26
462
8'7
Kansas City
452
9
24 31
Utah
467 Iho
✓ 72
Denver
19 32
373 13
Dallas
8 45
151 25
Pad& NAM.
Phoenix
41
15
712 Los Angeles
35 18
EN
es
Graden State
26 25
510 12is
Portland
26
401 13's
San Diego
23 22
442 16
Seattle
2231
404 '18
Wesisudey's Games
Boston 104, Praladelphia 101
Inckana 10Q Golden State 102
Wadangton 108, Phoenix 98
Houston 111 New Jersey 109
Milwaukee 119. Seattle 110
llasidart's Games
New York at Atlanta
Phan= at Cleveland
Baton at Chicago
Golden State at Detrut
New Jersey at San Antorun
Houston at Utah
Milwaukee at Denver
Portland at San Diego
Ken..(It) at Ins Mucks

NHL Standings
By The Associated Press
Campbel Danierence
Park* Nikkei
W L T OF GA Pi
NY Lslanders
33 11 6 213 161 74
Phaladelphia
£14 615 146 61
22 19 9 183 179 53
1 akar!
,
17 21 11 171 182 46
Wishingter
NY Rangers
18 24 8 183 1* 44
Smythe INvione
SC lexus
Wit i273 171
f Vancsiver
XI 15 15 191 172 56
Chcsgo
21 23 6 186 2111 48
N 26 8 167 zca 40
Colorado
Edmonton
15 15 8 IN 202 38
Winnipeg
5 34 10 154 235 37
Wales Costume
Nardi Meeks
I.s Angeles
30 O 7 217 193 67
Montreal
✓ 17 5 211 151 54
Pinstargh
17 25 7 110 239 11
15 24 10 la 211
I.
Detroit
13 26 10 153 T6 36
Aisne Mike
Buffalo
23 10 16 191 153 at
Minnesota
25 13 11 179 141 61
Haan
21 70 815 172 50
Toronto
17 25 8 197 229 42
11
Quebec
13 171 220 35
Wednenlay's Gangs
Hartford 6, Colorado 3
Detroit 2, Quebec 2, tie
FlOstargh 3, Mnnesota 1
NY Islanders 6, Toronto 4
Philadelpha 4, Buffalo 4, tie
Chcago 7, Vancouver 3
&inure.. 9, Montreal 1
NY Rangers 6, I. Angeles 2
Tharedny's Games
Viincouver at Washington
Mrnesota at Detroit
Wu-dupes at Boston
Montreal at Cation

Transactions
By The Associnteel Press
BASEBALL
American League
MINNESOTA TWINS-Signed Butch
Wynegar, catcher, to a multiyear contract
NEW YORK YANKEES-Signed
Johnny Oates, catcher, and Ed Darling,
first basernanuutfielder, to minorleague contracts
Nalloaal League
CINCINNATI REDS-Signed to,
Nolan,catcher, to a one-year contract
BASKETBALL
NatWest Basketball Association.
SAN DIEGO CLIPPERS-Waived
Sidiny Wicks, forward Activated Wally
Hank,forward
FIXITBALL
National Football League
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Named
King Hill offensive coordinator. John
Paul Young, linebacker coach. Willie
Zepolac. defensive line coach, Harold
Richardson, special teams coach. and
Joe Spencer, offensive line coach
PITTSBURGH
STEE I.ERS- Announced the retirement
of Dwight White, defensive end
WASHINGTON REDSKINS-Named
Jerry Peccatiello linebacker coach
HOCKEY
Natlesal !Rickey Lender
BOSTON BRUINS-Sent Craig MacTavish. center. to Springfield of the
Amencan Hockey league

SeeorCall
Ed W•st
Al Perim,Ford
New or Used
Cars or Trucks
"Tooll Do
Donors Albood
H Vow
Dool MIN Rol"
Office 753-1273
flass• 753-3004

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
PHILADELPHIA 1API Pascal
Portes of France eliminated 13th-seeded
Vijay Amritraj of India by 74, 6-1 and
John Sadn,an Ilth seed, scored by 4-6, 64, 6-2 over Sandy Mayer in the 1260,000
U S. Indoor Championships at The Spectrum
In other matches. Tim Gulhkson upset
Brian Gottfried 7-5. 63, Tony Giaminalva defeated Butch Walls 6-4, 3-6, 6-3.
Sammy Gummalva upset Bernie Milton
of South Africa 6-4, 4-6, 6-3, Wojtek
Fibak of Poland defeated Chris Delaney
1-6, 6-2, 6-0, Victor Amaya overpowered
Jeff Boruwiak 6-4. 6-4; and Roscoe Tanner topped Heinz Gonthardt of
Switzerland 6-3,6-4
Also, Vitas Gerulaitis, who had a firstround bye, scored a 6-2, 6-2 win over
Shlomo Glickstein of Israel, twelfthseeded Balms Taroczy of Hungary'
defeated Mexico's Raul Ranurez 7-6, 6Na 14-seed Yannick Noah of France
downed Terry Moor 6-4, 34,6-3,and Dick
Stockton beat 16th-seeded Tomas Snucl
of Czechoslovakia. 6-4,6-4.
CHICAGO AP> - Britain's Virginia
Wade defeated Beth Norton 6-3,6-3, and
BetUna Bunge downed Regina Marokays of Czechoslovakia 6-1; 6-1 in the
third-round of the 8200,000 Avon
women's tennis tournament at the International Amphitheatre.
In other third-round matches, Peanut
Lowe beat Geanne Duvall 61,6-3; Leslie
Allen beat Heidi Eisterlehner of West
Germany 6-1, 4-6, 6-1, Sandy Collins
downed Yvona Brzakova of
Cxechloslovalua 7-6. 6-7, 6-3, and Anne
Smith beat Rosalyn Fairbanks of South
Africa 6-2,6-1.
GOLF
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. (AP, Babe lachardus bogeyed the first extra
hole to defeat Fred Hawkins in a playoff
for the PGA Quarter Century Championship lichardus shot a final round 69,
which pulled him into a tie with Hawkins
at 3-under-par 141
BASF-BALL
CHICAGO AP(- Shareholders of the
Oilcan° White Sox voted unanimously' to
sell the AL club to Jerry Reinsdorf and
Eddie Einhorn for 820 million
Final consideration of the transaction

Hall of Fame
Baker was a triple-threat back from
1924-1926 at Northwestern Koppisch was
an elusive halfback at Columbia, while
Sturhahn, a guard for Yale from 1921926, was a three-year letterman for the
GENERAL
SEATTLF. ( AP - Ray Oyler, shortstop for the 1968 World Champion Detroit
Tigers, died Monday of a heart attack at
the age of 43
Oyler batted only 135 during 1968, and
was replaced at shortstop in the Series
by outfielder Mickey Stanley Oyler also
played for the Seattle Pilots, Oakland
A's and California Angels

College Cage Scores
By The Associated Press
Boston U 96, New Hampshire 3'011 82
Brown 81. Stonehill 70
Bucknell 51, Delaware 45
Duquesne 75, St.Bonaventure 73
F
rleyth-Dlekinson 69. Drexel 67
Holy Cross 82, Manhattan 70
Lehigh 72, W Chester St 50
Maine 87,St.Michael's 68
Mt St Mary's69, Geo Washingt.60
Penn St 87, Colgate 50
Rider 72, Lafayette 70,01
St.Johni, NY 79, Niagara 65
Sr inset:41'363. Penn 61
Scion Hall 58, Army 41
Temple 80, William & Mary 68
Vermont 26, New Hampshire 64
Wagner 51. Si Peter's 49
W Virginia 70, Robert Moms 61
W Virginia Tech 77, Salem 71
SOL'Ill
Alabama 83, Auburn 73
Belhaven 46, Delta Si. 38
Georgetown, D C 71, American 72
G rambling 66, NW Louisiana 63
James Madison 73, Navy 55
Kentucky 71, Mississippi St 64
Kentucky St 74, Campbellsville 69
Louisiana St 63, Mississippi 59
Mercer 91, Arkansas St 69
N Carolina 61, Clemson 47
NC Central 88, Virginia St 87
N Carolina Si.70, Georgia Tech 55
Old Dominion 76,5 Carolina 67

Bowling
Standings

S Carolina 90. Hoist ra 72
Tennessee 72, Georgia 67
Towson St 59, George Mason 58
Vanderbilt 72, Florida 70
Virginia 83, Wake Forest 7
MIDWEST
Butler 91,DePauw 60
Case Reserve 58, Thiel 54
Cent Michigan 75, Kent St 6.1
Citadel 72, Davidson 51
DePaul 54, Illinois St 50
Detroit 75, long Island 74
E Michigan 63 N Illinois 57
Kansas St 54, Kansas 43
Missouri 42, Oklahoma 55. 77
Nebraska 61, Iowa St 56
N C -Wilrrungton 48, N Iowa 45, OT
Ohio U 75, Ball St. 68
W Michigan 96, Miami, Ohio 89
Xavier, Ohio 73, Oral Roberts 69
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 60, Texas Tech 35
Houston 76, Texas A&14 71
McM urry 107, Concordia*
Rice 46, Texas 40,0T
Sarn Houston 65, St Marys 61
Southwestern 99, Texas Luther.
Texas Christian 55, Baylor 50
FAR WEST
Colorado 75, Oklahoma 53

Bowling
Standings
Magic Tel
1-3141

Diller or Dollar
Jan 21,1961
Team
W
L
Lucky Stnkes
Ws Ns
Paradise Kennels
41
27
Go Getters
38
30
Phillips Fieung Guide
311
30
Krueger Knockers
37
31
Ross Insurance
34
34
Lady Generals
1
254 42,
Public Ice C,o
17
23
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
Go Getters
DI
Go Getters
813
Public Ice Co
574
HIGH TFAM GAME(HC)
Go Getters
829
Go Getters
421
Pubhc Ice Co
Ni
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
Go Getters
1896
Paradise Kennels .. .........
1654
PtdUipa Fehli4 Guide
HIGH TEAM SERIES(HC)
Go Getters
Phillips Fishing GUide
2936
Rona Insurance
ns4
HIGH IND.GAME(SC)
lets Smith
211
Ann Green
116
Pat Hesselrode
lii
HIGH IND.GAME fir)
Martha Smith
Lots Smith
Ann Green
HIGH IND.SERIES ISC I
AAA Green
snag"
Lcilaihieth
HIGH IND.SERI=(NC)
Sue Lax
Anti Green
Martha Smith
HIGH AVE/lAGES
Pat Heaselrode
174
Lots Smith
170
Mary Harris
151
Ann Green
153
Hilda Bennett
151
Sue les
147
Kay Garland
IC
tilt
Nancy Todd
Rebecca 111.
. 141
141
Jean Philips

2

fete

Held in check most of the
night by a collapsing Deacon
defense, the 7-foot-4 Sampson
scored five points and had two
blocked shots near the end to
help the No. 1-ranked
Cavaliers beat the sixthranked Deacons 83-73 in college basketball.
The victory stretched the
nation's longest Division I

Team
W
L
People's Bank
54
IS
40
32
Murray Insurance
Wilson Clean Up
40
32
Thurman Furniture
Nit 33's
Fireball)
344 37,1
Speedway
NM 39',
n 40
Dennison Hunt
Paradise Kennels
31 is 40',
Women of the Moose
N
43
11
Bank of Murray
44
HIGH TEAM GAME(SCI
832
Murray Insurance
787
People's Bank
761
Thurman Furniture
HIGH TEAM GAME(NC)
1025
Murray Insurance
Paradise Kennels
1026
Women of the Moose
11I6
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
!NI
People's Rank
am
Murray Insurance
3193
Women of the Moose
2081
Thurman Furniture
HIGH TEAM SERI=(NC)
•
2909
Women el the Moose
2070
Murray Insurance
2187
People's Rank
HIGH IND.GAME(SC)
211
Mary Harris
7/22
Lots Smith
192
Lois Smith
HIGH IND GAME(HC)
Si
Mary Harris
233
Linda Mealer
Ell
.. . ............ .
Sudan
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC)
553
Lois Smith
$79
Marge Hinman
492
Pat Hesselrode
HIGH IND.SERIES(HC I
Debbie Boyle
PI
413
Lois Smith
Marge Hinman
113
lands Member
813
HIGH AVERAGES
M
lot, Smith
Marge Hinman
$86
Sondra Rice
1113
Pat Hesselrode
113
Barbara Hendon
159
Ruth Harrison
156
Ethe)ene McCallon
154
Mel Wilson
. 152
Carolyn Pyle
.111
Mary Harris
1
110

_Chestnut
St.

Devaney. Named To Hall

I

7S38844

IL
I
SPORTING GOODS

Th

CLEARANCE
OFF SALE

3 DAYS ONLY-FRI., SAT., MON.
Many Items On Sale Including...
v Warm-Ups Mens, Womens, Youths
v Jerseys Football, Fraternity, Sorority, Youth
v School Jackets
4 Styles, Murray, Calloway

v Gym Shorts All Colors 8. Sizes
v Running Gear Shorts, Suits, Shirts
V Hooded Sweat Shirts
6 Colors, Pullover or Zippered

v Gym Bags All Local Schools
V Athletic Bags

v Racket Ball Rackets
v.Socks, v Porn Poms
V Ski Vests 81 Jackets
v Exercise Equipment
V Swimsuits By Speedo
v Baseball Equipment

Nike, Pony, Head, Adidas and So Forth

V T-Shirts
Nike, Adidas, Pony, Puma and So Forth

V Nylon Jackets
Flannel, Pile Lined 8, Satin

V Basketballs, Footballs,
Soccerballs

SHOESPECIAL
Retell

Nike Wimbledon
Nike All Court(Canvas)
Nike Leather Cortez
Nike Blazer High 3 Colors
Converse Gold Leather Low
Brooks Hugger GT

36.95
22.95
39.95
41.95
39.95
44.95

Seg,.
Retail

52500
$ 1 800
S3000
$3200
53000
3400

Adidas Tennis Cup
Nike Lady Oceania (Brown)
Nike Lady Waffle Trainer
Nike Lady Rood Runner
Nike Racquette (white)

20 Other,Models To Select From

Sale

29.95

$2200

22.95

1 500

29.95 $24"
29.95

S20°°

34.95

$27"
41.

•
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Case Of Boy's Death Centers On Several People
Bs Vir A YNE SLATER
Associated Press Writer
QUINCY, Ill. API — Alan
\hidden was pummeled for
perhaps four hours before he
died, at times with fists, at
tunes with a wooden club
wrapped with gauze and labeled The Big Stick." He was 5
y ears old.
Police found his frail body
on the living room floor, his
blond hair red with blood, his
hands bruised from trying to
.deflect the blows.
"Probably he did something
an average little kid does,
write on the wall Of
something. That's all it
takes," said a former social
worker who had urged that the
shy kindergartener not be
returned home because she
feared "there's going to be a
dead kid."
Alan died Jan. 10. His
mother and a boyfriend are
charged with murder. But
since his death, talk has
centered not so much on those
,Ahu mar have killed him, but

on those who did not.
—On the uncle, who now
says he would have told
anybody. about the bruises he
saw -- but nobody asked.
—On the school principal,
who went through all the proper channels when Alan came
to kindergarten with lasickened eyes.
--On the assistant state's attorney 100 miles away, confident that when investigators
lay- the blame they'll find
"everybody did their job" by
the rules in his county.
—On neighbors who say
they never heard the screaming.
—'On the judge, who says he
was shown no evidence of
child abuse before he ordered
Alan returned to his mother
last August.
-The whole system should
be torn apart to find out what
went wrong," said state Rep.
'Mike McClain, who's called
for an investigation of the
Department Of Children and
Family Services, the state

agency responsible for abuse
cases.
Alan, described by a grandfather as "a sweet kid," got
lost in the bureaucracy, falling victim to a tragic series of
reports never forwarded,
never asked,
questions
evidence never given.
His mother, Pam Berg, quit
high school, married a
sometime factory worker
named Gerald Madden and
was still in her teens when
daughter Tina was born seven
years ago. She was darkhaired and attractive, and
reportedly had a fiery temper
and a habit of holding lighted
cigarettes out for Tina to
touch.
"When I asked her why she
did that, she said it was to
teach her not to grab for
lighted things," recalled
former Knox County Deputy
John Mackey, who investigated bruises on Tina's
back and buttocks in 1975.
The Madden marriage ended shortly after Alan was

born, each parent accusing
the other in court of beating
the children. In truth, "They
took turns beating on those
kids," said the former social
worker, who asked that her
name not be used.
"I remember little Tina
waking up with nightmares
screanung 'Don't. Mommy,
don't!' I saw bruises that were
suspicious on those kids and
was very much against either
parent getting the kids," said
uncle Charles Kruger, who
kept Alan and Tina for several
months in 1976 while their
mother served a prison
sentence for forging a check.
After her release, Mrs. Madden returned to Galesburg for
a while, then headed for Colorado. Madden varushed. Efforts to have Alan and Tina
adopted got waylaid.
"For whatever reason, I
couldn't get this case in
court," said the ex-social
worker. She said she wrote
(free times to the state's atrorney and finally caught Cir-

cuit Judge W111141.11. Richardson in the hall and asked that
he docket the case.
"He said,'Yes, yes, contact
the state's attorney."
It was the mother who finally got it on the docket. She
returned from Colorado a couple years ago with a new
boyfriend, a new daughter
named Nichole and, she said,
a new interest in her two older
children.
Hearings were held. The
former deputy wasn't called to
tell what he knew. The uncle
wasn't asked about abuse.
Problems in the past were
either blamed on the father or
not discussed at all.
"She was very neat-looking.
She said she was going to
school," said Richardson,
whose hearings dealt only
with the mother's interest in
the children, where she would
live and how she would pay for
food and clothes.
"The definition of a parent
in our society is someone who
owns a home, needs to have

1407 W. Main
753-4681

Posedole
16oz.3/51

SWEET PEAS
PINEAPPLE
GREEN BEANS
CORN
POTATO CHIPS
SARDINES

00

.

Hyde Park

Juice Packed

69'
3/si
3/si
o, 69'
69'

20 oz

Rosedale Blue Lake Cut

16 oz

Rosedale Golden Cream Style

16 oz

Hyde Park

New Crown Prince Chunk Light
Taste Like Tuna

7o:

routine report to Richardson.
It said the fanuly was doing
fine.
Hundreds came to the
funeral, strangers mostly. His
mother was in jail, his father

somewhere in California.
Tina, who investigators say
was told to watch TV while her
brother lay dying on the floor,
was back in a foster home, as
was Nichole.

Former Hostages Read Bibles
WIESBADEN, West Germany iAP1 — After visiting
with former U.S. hostages on
their brief hospital stay here,
a US. Air Force chaplain says
"a lot of them read the Bible
and some read it several
times" during their ordeal in

Iran.
Chaplain Danny R. Thompson of the Christian Church
r Disciples of Christ says he
sensed a "strong religious
commitment" among the
former prisoners.

Ky. Lake Music Barn
Presents

The Country Trend Band
Sat. Jan. 31st 8 p.m.
5300 Adults Ages 6-11 slc*
14 Miles South of Murray
-

Store Hours
8:00100
Mon.-Sat.

Prices Good
Jan. 29th
Through Feb. 4, 1981

Rest

Hyde Park

Sugar
$1 89\

Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order

LAKE WI
The presi
binical Cc
representii
says that"
share" the
Majority i
up traditi
dards and
"A retur

Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

Limit 1

S

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps
Campbell's Chicken Noodle

3/89'

SOUP

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco Dairy Products

Blue Bonnet

Maxwell House

Oleo

Hyde Pork Crispy Pic

PICKLES

ts000e

Coffee ;AHOW

XW,E0
..;

35'

Hyde Park Swe•-•

GHERKINS
Swanson s Mix In

\
With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco 8. Dairy Products

507

79

1 Lb. Bog

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

With 512.50 Additional /
Purchase Excluding
obocco 8 Dairy Product

Hyde Park Kidney

BEANS

$

Limit

omit 2

CHICKEN

1507

Hyde Park Chili Hot

BEANS

1 5 oz

3/$1°0

Hyde Park Blackeye

Owen's Best
Slab Sliced

15 oz

Hyde Park Great

Bacon

994

3/S1
. 15 oz

Hyde Park Tomato

SAUCE
PASTE

15 or

Hyde Park Tomato

Lb.
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

You Save $2.10 when you buy all
three of these Super Bargain Specials at
Owen's

3/S1

PEAS
NORTHERNS

607

Carnation

39'
19'

ilyde Park

COFFEMATE
MILK
MILK

OLEO
JUICE
GRAPE JUICE
SOUP
TilitheOES
TUNA

16 oz

Carnation Instant

lb 39'

Sunsweet Prune

. 5 qt

Carnation Evaporated

- 320z.

Welch's

40oz

$

89
$.159
I

Hyde Park Cream of Mushroom

/
1
4 Sliced

Pork cha.,
Chops

Pork
Loin
$1 49

$1 79

U. S. Choice Round

10' oz

Breast 0 Chicken

STEAK
$1 89

6

99'

2 02

Lux Dishwashing
S

DETERGENT

I

TOWELS

Jumbo Roll

Hyde Park Toilet

TISSUE
S139

ROAST

lb

Fancy crisp Florida

Owen's Famous Pit Baked

HAM

S198
'2 or whole lb

CELERY

36 size

39'

$149

929
lb

CABBAGE

lb

19'

Economy 3-5 Lb. Avg

$139

GROUND BEEF

lb

HAM

lb

Owen's Famous B.B.Q.

BAKED HAM

Center Slice Smoked

$219

Cello Pok

$329
lh

2/39'

? pk

I,

029
9 pcs lb

ORANGES

$129

Sib hog

5129

STEAKS

lb

Krey Carumoster Jr. Boneless

HAM

'2 or whole lb.

Owen c I ornnw,

$329

B.B.O. BEEF
Owens Famous B B

$179

Hyde Pork

r

CHICKEN

. lb

. gal

Hyde Park 2'.
gal

$215

Juicy Pink Sweet

GRAPEFRUIT

48 size

Wash State Yellow Delicious

$1 89

89

MILK

MILK
Boneless Breakfast

• gal

Hyde Park Homogenized

LoCal MILK

To.nc SWPOt

Owen's Famous Fried

CHICKEN

RADISHES

59'
89'

Special Prices On
Hyde Park Milk

Fancy Green

Owen's Fomous Deli

BAKED HAM

lb

4 roll pkg

reitiREAM

Country Style

SPARE RIBS

1 49

32 oz.

Hyde Park Decorated

LB.
Lb

Lb

DEAR
67-year-oli
had stoma
and about
surgery a
until the lz
an X-ray
they are
friend of
_two teasp
day and
anything
with juice
without ar
is if it 'wi
take it —
taken Tag
will only II
weeks. Tr
when I'm
DEAR I
don't thinl
line is goin
lar treatn
acidity. TI
reason to
good. It rn
emptying
fat does.
somewhat
at oil does
Perhaps
plaints we
ulcer but

Rabl

COW-301%1"'S
Nuc•cocl.
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

some education and has some
interest in their children. And
she met the qualifications,"
said the former social worker.
Last August, Alan and Tina
were returned to their mother,
who was living with James
Cram, 26. In October, on the
day of the kindergarten class
photograph, Alan came to
school with his face so bruised
he couldn't be in the picture.
Principal Rick Baldwin
alerted the local DCFS office.
"He was such a shy, quiet
little kid," Baldwin said. "I
couldn't see any reason to be
mad at him, much less beat
him."
Baldwin later called the
DCFS again. A neighbor,
hearing screams, called
police, but everything was
kept confidential, filed away
"Keeping the family together
is our primary goal," said Tim
Morrell, local DCFS supervisor.
In December, just three
weeks before Alan was killed,
the Quincy office mailed a

APPLES

1/39'
39C

lb.

Hyde Park Homo

MILK

S121
',gal.

Hyde Pork

5121

BUTTERMILK

.....4110;110011....0.6,..et. •

sL.1 •
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HEALTH
No Layaway!
No Rainchecks!

Unlikely ulcer treatment
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D

up7ch he
xis
he

style `lour habits. al,
And perhaps he would have
coffee, cigarettes and the
gotten better at that time
amount of stress in your life
regardless of what he took
are all important factors that
Ulcers are not constant
ulcers
things They tend to get affect
DEAR DR LAMB -- My
better sometimes in spite of
wife recently has had spells of
what we do for them rather
gasping for breath These
than because of what we do
seem
to come on after resting
There are more attacks in the
and one would think there is
fall and spring than the rest of
constriction of the muscles
the year
no one knows why. involved
She is 77 and in fairTagamet has proved useful
ly good health for her age She
for the short term treatment
takes blood pressure medicine
of ulcers in many patients.
and Lanoxin She sees her docData for long term treatment
tor more or less at regular
is not plentiful yet and that is
times for blood tests and
why your doctor doesn't want
medicine Is there something
you to take it a long time.
that might be done for her
Even intractable ulcers can •while
she is gasping for
be helped a great deal with
breath' 1 feel so helpless
proper management Their
when it happens.
management is discussed in
more detail in The Health LetDEAR READER — She
ter number 15-10, Understanding Ulcers and Acidity, should return to her doctor
Your brief
which I am sending you. Oth- right away
ers who want this issue can description needs more elaboration
but
it
sounds
like you
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed enve- are describing cardiac asthlope for it to me, in care of ma, a condition caused by the
this newspaper. P.O. Box sudden accumulation of fluid
1551, Radio City Station, New in the lungs. The fluid accuYork. NY 10019. That man- mulates when the person is
agement includes your life resting, rather than the shortness of breath we often see
with heart failure that develops with exertion. It does
appear like an asthmatic
attack and such attacks are
particularly apt to occur in
people who have high blood
pressure and heart failure.
Her doctor is giving her
Lanoxin
to strengthen her
will strengthen the American
heart but he may want to
family and restore the moral adjust things or cut down or
fiber of our nation," Rabbi Sol eliminate her salt.
Roth told the council's Torah
When she has one of these
Convocation. But he added attacks be sure she sits up; she
will
be able to breathe better
that "we must oppose that exin that position. But you
tremenist tendency" to exshould seek medical attention.
clude others as shown by some
Moral Majority supporters.

DEAR DR LAMB
I'm a
67-year-old woman 1 have
had stomach ulcers for years
and about 10 years ago I had
surgery and have felt fine
until the last two years. I had
an X-ray and my doctor said
they are showing again A
friend of mine my age takes
two teaspoons of Vaseline a
day and now he can eat
anything At first he took it
with juice but now he takes it
without anything My wonder
is if it will do any harm to
take it — or any good. I have
taken Tagamet but the doctor
will only let me take it for six
weeks. Tagamet helps but
when I'm off it I feel terrible
DEAR READER — Ugh 1
don't think swallowing Vaseline is going to be a very popular treatment for ulcers or
acidity. There is certainly no
reason to think it will do any
good. It might slow down the
emptying of the stomach as
fat does. And it should act
somewhat the same as mineral oil does to soften the stool
Perhaps your friend's complaints were not caused by an
ulcer but a colon problem.

Control Shopping Crr
99 Mon, Sot
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00

Rabbinical Head Seeks
Restoration Of Morals
LAKEWOOD, N. J. (API —
The president of the Rabbinical Council of America,
representing Orthodox rabbis,
says that "to a large extent we
share" the concerns of Moral
Majority in seeking to shore
up traditional sexual standards and end abortion.
"A return to classical values

Bishops Form
Committee For
Ordination

Kz=zw

4 door, one owner, local car, burgundy, burgundy vinyl roof, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, AM-FM, tilt wheel, cruise control,
approx. 25,700 miles. Extra nice.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
- Keep Jhat Great GM Feeling
01,61 011.11Jrf
SON1CA PARTS
GIDITS&L MOTIF; parrs .
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Barbell Set

Reg. $5497
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Roses

Aluminum
Foil

Old Fashion

NEWARK, N. J. ( AP) —
Episcopal bishops backing ordination of women have formed an ad hoc committee to
assist women seeking ordination in dioceses that put barriers in their path.
The church, in approving ordination of women in 1976, added a resolution that no bishop
would be compelled to ordain
women against his conscience.
Newark's Bishop John S.
Spong convened the meeting
which formed the new committee to help women whose
progress toward ordination
was reported being blocked in
dioceses where bishops oppose
it.
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Chinese Culture Seminar To
Prelude University's Group Tour
1 ansaii, the upportumty fur
With interest ui the Peoples
Republic' of China increasing, travel m mainland China is
the .Alimuu Association of presently very good. "This is
Murray State University will an opportune time for travel in
be sponsoring a group tour in China. Ties between China
and the West have become
late May or early June.
As a prelude to the trip, a much closer."
The Chinese government
seminar in Chinese culture,
politics and geography will has begun encouraging groups
begin on the Murray State to tour the country out of a
campus at 7 p.m. Tuesday. desire to develop friendly relaFeb_ 24, taught by Dr. tions with the United States.
Charlotte Beahan, an authori- Tour groups with planned
itineraries are especially
ty on China.
Persons do not have to have welcomed by the government,
intentions of joining the tour in she said.
Not everyone who travels to
order to attend the senunar.
Anyone interested in China Nina in the tour groups is
may participate in the strictly on a pleasure trip,said
Many
Beahan.
semmar which will meet in the Dr.
Alumni Board Room on the businessmen interested in
trade with China currently are
fourth floor of Sparks Hall.
-- There is no charge to attend joining the tours.
A small tour group is plannthe seminar. The sessions will
be conducted Informally and ed to be selected from persons
are tentatively • scheduled to who enroll in the seminar, acmeet certain Tuesday nights cording to Mrs. Marjorie Mauntil the tour begins in early jor, of Murray, who is helping
make travel arrangements.
summer.
Mrs. Major said the tour will
According to Dr. Beahan,
who teaches classes in total 16 days including visits to
Chinese history: at Murray Hong Kong and Tokyo with
State and has studied in eight days in the Peoples

Republic of China Chinese
cities scheduled to be visited
are Shanghai, Peking and
Canton.
The trip is planned to include a round-trip flight from
Los Angeles on a 747 Pan
American jet. Transfers from
airports to hotels will be by
motorcoach.
Total cost of the trip from
Los Angeles. is $2.722. The
price includes three meals
daily while in China and certain meals in Tokyo and Hong
Kong. Details of the tour will
be discussed in the seminar.
The Alumni Association at
Murray State has sponsored

Fifth grade students in the
gifted program at North
Elementary have recently
completed a study of trees.
Students wrote essays on
trees, drew posters, classified

and identified trees, and constructed a nature trail.
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Plans are to study trees
more in-depth during the spr
ing semester

.fte `Se
.

Shay Mitchell and Vicki Grady are shown studying tree
classification and identification.

Pope To Have Mass
AP) —
WASHINGTON
Pope John Paul II's plan to
celebrate Mass Feb. 26 in Anchorage, Alaska, on his way
back from visiting Japan
gives some other Americans a
chance to welcome "this
dynamic spiritual leader,"
says the head of U.S. Roman

011R FINAL
CLEARANCE SALE
Savings
Up To

ses eral group Lours as a service to as members, associate
members and friends of Murray State, according to Mancil
Vinson,director.
Vinson said past tours have
taken Murray State alumni
and friends to Hawaii,
England, Germany and
Switzerland The tours offer
participants at cost savings
and ensure that an excellent
tour agency is selected
Anyone interested in learning more about the seminar or
the planned group tour of
China may contact the Office
of Alumni Affairs, (SO2 i7623737, or Dr. Beahan at
1502 i762-2231.

Conr
Firm
Host

Fifth Graders Study
Trees; Write Essays

oi
75 /0OFF

In Every Department

Settle-Workman
Across The Street From The
Bank of Murray Downtown Court Sq.
753-2447

Catholic bishops.
Archbishop John R. Roach
of St. Paul-Minneapolis noted
that the pope's previous visit
to the U.S.-in 1979, when he
toured six cities, "was a
joyous and inspiring occasion" for millions of Catholics
and non-Catholics.

•

.1

A study of tree identification and classification was
recently completed by the fifth grade gifted students at
North. Pictured are Mrs. Regina Williams, Resource
Assistant, Stephanie Howell, Regina Hicks, Vicki Grady
and Shay Mitchell.

P:riP

Regina Hicks and Stephanie Howell have completed
their study of trees and their classification of trees on the
campus at North Elementary,

TAX SERVICE

Feelings Arise After Firing
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
BOSTON AP—One of the
TV sports analysts was saying
the other day that Bud Adams,
the owner who fired the coach,
was right: "Hiring an offensive coordinator would fill a
much needed void in the
Houston Oiler organization."
It was an interesting way of
putting things.
There are those who thought
the departure of Coach Bum
Philips to his favorite trout
stream filled a much needed
void in Houston. Others would
like to see the void occupied by
owner Bud Adams. Or by TV
analysts.
Anyhow, it's nice to know
that obverse English, putting
a little twist in the native

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE

tongue so it doesn't get stuck
to the palate of boring logic, is
alive and infirm as ever in
1981.
Up here in Boston, the
cultural hub of the countty,
former Celtic flash Bob Cousy,
turned TV sports analyst, got
the year off to a splendid start
by telling viewers that 7-foot
Celtic center Robert Parish
"is big for his size."
A lawyer in Hartford awhile
back petitioned the court to
make "a mute point" in behalf
of his client, accused of stealing an $1,500 stereo set from a
suburban shopping center.
Unaccustomed as he was to
obverse English, the judge
told him to speak up.
Just this morning in the
hotel barbershop in Cambridge, across from Harvard

•Individual
• Former
•Corporation
•Inheritance
Estate Tao Returns
•Self Employed
'Professional
• Business
•T h

yard, a professorial type
Waiting his turn leaned over to
me and asked, "are you looking at that newspaper you're
sitting on?"
The radio was saying about
then that one of the local town
meetings -up here in New
pure
England, where
democracy if not pure grammar is practiced, had pledged
to "go over the school budget
with a hound's tooth comb to
cut unnecessary waste." The
necessary waste, of course,
will be maintained and fed to
the toothless hounds. There
was also talk of "plowing back
excessive driver overtime
costs into the highway
budget" by purchasing a new
snow plow. The problem probably was how to get it to fit
inside the town clerk's office.

Quelified Personnel
15 Tax Courses
5 Form incense Too
Workshops: U. C. S. ICS

We search for
EVERY Legal Deduction and Credit Due
You.

JOHN 0.PASCO
1653 Calloway Ave.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Phone 753-5791
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True Country
Cooking Lovers
Saturday Nights
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Country Cookin Buffet
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Country Ham
Catfish
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Drink
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Connecticut
Firm Helps
Hostage Parade

1981 Starts Positive For Kentucky
Consumers, Prices Show Decline

NEW YORK API — New
York's mayor promised the
greatest ticker tape parade of
all time. But without a Connecticut company, the bash
for 23 of the former hostages
almost wouldn't have been a
ticker tape parade at all.
And even then, say parade
veterans, it just won't be the
same.
The former hostages will be
driven Friday through the
concrete canyons of lower
Manhattan, where office
workers will shower them
with tons of computer cards,
shredded documents and toilet
paper.
In the mid-1960s, ticker tape
began disappear from Wall
Street as the great financial
houses shifted from tickers to
computers.
So earlier this week,
TransLux Corp. of Norwalk
trucked 100 miles of yelloa
and white tape to the mayor's
office here.
Trans-Lux Vice President
Albert Boyers discounted
reports of ticker tape's
demise: "There are still plenty of ticker tape machines
around, but most of them
aren't on Wall Street, they're
what we call 'personal
tickers."
Many who saw the great,
precomputer ticker tape
parades for heroes such as
aviation great Charles Lindbergh, Gen. Douglas MacArthur and astronaut John Glenn
say it isn't the same anymore:
cards can't duplicate the
"blizzard effect" of ticker
tape streamers.
Even if today's office
workers had ticker tape to
throw, many would be
frustrated by their modern
buildings' permanently closed
windows.
Mayor Edward Koch promised the former hostages the
biggest and best of the 35
ticker tape parades since 1927
through the section of lower
Broadway known as "Hero's
Canyon."

By Gary Huddlestou
Ky. Farm Bureau
the new year started on a
somewhat positive note for
Kentucky consumers, as retail
food prices in the state
registered a small decline, according to Kentucky F'arrri
Bureau's marketbasket
survey.
Volunteer surveyors in 27
Kentucky communities found
that the marketbasket of 40
selected staple food items cost
$58.47 in January, down .4 of 1
percent from the December
figure of $58.70. The decrease
was only the second in the past
nine months. Overall, prices
now stand 12.8 per cent higher
than for Januaiy 1980.
Sixteen of the 40 items in the
current marketbasket increased in price, while 24
either showed reduced prices
or were unchanged.
Chief among decliners were
most beef cuts, 4 of 5 pork
selections, bread, cooking oil
and eggs. Extra-large eggs
were 12 cents a dozen lower
while large eggs dropped in
price by 14 cents a dozen. The
downward movement returns
egg prices closer to preNovember levels, by
neutralizing about two-thirds
of a 20-cents-a-dozen increase
experienced during the past
two months.
Dairy products led the
smaller group of items showing higher price tabs, as whole
milk increased 8 cents a gallon
during the month, and 2 per
cent milk jumped 10 cents a

toward the purHAZEL DONATION — The Hazel Lions Club has donated 51.000
Volunteer Fire
Hazel
the
by
used
be
to
is
which
Hazel
in
building
Texaco
chase of the
and the Lions
department
fire
the
for
facility
excellent
Department. This will be an
said. Bracie Knight, right,
Club wanted to help with this worthy project, a spokesman
to Hazel Mayor
president of the Hazel Lions Club, is shown presenting the check
William Pratt.

Muriel Humphrey To Wed
Longtime Friend In February
—
AP
MINNEAPOLIS
Muriel Humphrey, who served
in the U.S. Senate for nine
months after the death of her
husband,Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, plans to marry a
longtime friend next month.
Mrs. Humphrey will wed
Max Brown, a Lexington,
Neb., businessman who
managed radio station KRVN
for many years, in a private
ceremony, her office announced Wednesday.
Mrs. Humphrey, who
endeared herself to Minnesotans during her husband's
long and active political
career, and Brown are both 68
years old. They grew up in
Huron, S.D., attended school
together and graduated from
Huron High School in 1930.
They never dated in high
school but always were good
friends, according to Brown's
sister, Dona,of Huron.
"Our families have kept

they met. They married in
1936.
Mrs. Humphrey has three
sons, Minnesota Sen. Hubert
H. "Skip" Humphrey III,
Douglas and Robert, and one
daughter, Nancy Solomonson.
Brown has two sons, Eric,
who succeeded his father as
Mrs. Humphrey was ap- general manager of KRVN in
pointed by former Minnesota 1979, and Tim, a lawyer in San
Gov. Rudy Perpich to fill part Francisco.
of her husband's unexpired
Brown put KRVN, a 50,000term. She was sworn in on watt station owned by farmers
Feb. 6, 1978, and served until and ranchers, on the air in
November 1978 when 1951.
David
Republican
Brown, who now spends
Durenberger was elected to much of his time as a
serve the remaining four volunteer fund-raiser for a
years of the term.
proposed college of veterinary
She met Humphrey during medicine in Nebraska, said
the Depression, while she was after the wedding he and his
a student at Huron College and bride will live at his aparthe was working in his father's ment in Lincoln, Neb., his
home in Lexington, and her
drugstore.
Humphrey, who affec- home on Lake Minnetonka.
"It'll be based pretty much
tionately called his wife
"Bucky," said she was -the on how the fishing is from her
best dancer in Huron" when dock "he quipped

track of each other over the
years," she said.
Mrs. Humphrey's first husband, a longtime senator and
vice president under Lyndon
B. Johnson, died of cancer on
Jan. 13, 1978. Brown's wife,
Vera,died in May 1979.

WORLD CRIME
NEW YORK 'AP — A recent United Nations' survey of
world crime showed that during
a five-year period beginning in
1970, intentional homicide rose
by 20 percent, robbery by 197
percent, drug abuse by 114 percent, while crime overall increased by 15 percent.
During the same period, however, several nations were able
to report decreases in their
crime rate.

gallon. Ten pounds of potatoes
were 18 cents higher, and cost
an average $2.61.
Tompkinsville continued its
claim on the lowest local
marketbasket average in the
state, and Hazard was highest
for the second month in a row
There was nearly $11 difference in the marketbasket
cost figures between the two
cities.
A complete listing of local
averages includes Tompkinsville, 54.09; Greensburg,
54.93; Henderson, 55.28:
55.37 ;
aopkinsville,
Morehead, 55.56; Glasgow,
55.75; Stanford, 55.88:

Sal)ersville, 56 19, Montordville, 56.7A; Owensboro, 56.32;
Elizabethtown, 57.08,
Georgetown,57.40; Covington.
57.93; Cynthiana, 57.95,
Crestwood,58.11.
Murray, 58.21; Sebree,
59.36; Edgewood, 59.39; London, 59.89; Frankfort, 60.31;
Louisville, 60.39; Brandenburg,60.66; Shelbyville, 60.83;
Lexington, 61.10; Greenup,
6182, Shepherdsville, 64.16;
and Hazard 64.99.
The first agricultural price
report for 1981 brought mainly
bad news to farmers, who experienced price declines in six
of the eight major corn-

invcithes produced in Kentucky.
Only tobacco, which was unchanged at $1.66 per pound,
and milk, priced at $14.30 a
hundred, failed to decline during the closing days of the old
year, the Crop and Livestock
Reporting Service found.
Wheat, corn, soybeans, hogs,
beef cattle and feeder calves
all were lower.
The national average price
level for all crops dropped 1.1
per cent during the most recent monthly survey period.
while farm costs moved up
slightly to a level 12 per cent
above that of a year ago

SENIOR CITIZENS!
HOME FEDERAL
offers

DIRECT DEPOSIT
of

Checks
Social Security
To Your
N.O.W. Account.
You can sign up today
at the Home Federal
office nearest you.

HOME FEDERAL
SAYINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION OF PADUCAH
Branch Offices:

LA CENTER — MURRAY — HICKMAN
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The Biggest Radio Flea Market You've Ever Heard

"Bids For Bargains"

TWICE A DAY YOU'LL HAVE A CHANCE TO CALL 753-2400 AND
BID FOR APPLiANCES, MICROWAVE OVENS, FURNITURE,
VACATIONS, HAIR STYLINGS, MEALS & MUCH, MUCH MORE!
DON'T MISS "BID FOR BARGAINS"- BEGINNING FEB. 2ND.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ACCEPT OR REJECT ANY BID!
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State To Take Names

Heating Assistance Sought

students were
VISION SCREENING - Robertson Elementary School kindergarten
the Universcreened for vision difficulties as a 4-H Community Pride Project through
Agent
Extension
County
Steely,
lane
service.
extension
cooperative
sity of Kentucky
volunteers and
for 4-H, coordinated the screening which was conducted by parent
Carol Myers
LPN students from the Murray Vocational School. In photo LPN students
from left, Nathan
and Catherine Glass check acuity and muscle balance of students,
-----Woolvvine, Melissa Muscio, Stacy Floyd and Jennifer Turner.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

API
RANKFOR-1
The state will begin taking
names of persons who want to
apply for home heating
assistance on Friday and up to
10,000 low-income households
may still be able to get help
Some $2.3 million in funds
remain undistributed under
the Home Energy Assistance
Program, state officials said
Wednesday.
' The Bureau for Social Insurance will begin Friday accepting names, addresses and
telephone numbers of people
who want to apply for the program benefits.
About 75,000 applications for
assistance were accepted during the first three days of the
program's operation on Jan. 5,
6 and,. 14. Applications were
c sing into local offices at a
f 4,000 per hour and the
ra
stopped accepting
burea
two hours of
them a

business on Jan. 15
'We had every reason to
believe that enough people
w out& apply- in these two hours
to exhaust funds for this phase
of the program," said bureau
Conumssioner William Huffman.
'•lor some reason, the
off
dropped
number
dramatically, leaving more
than $2 million available to
those who need it."
Another reason for the
amount of money left was the
denial rate, Huffman said.
About 6.9 percent of the applicants were denied benefits
because they did not meet
eligibility requirements. The
bureau had predicted a 5 percent denial rate.
After taking the names of
people interested in receiving
the benefits, bureau workers
will contact them about filing

applications.
Persons whose names were
taken after the program was
closed on Jan. 15 already have
been contacted, Huffman said
On the fifth working day
after the bureau stops accepting names for the regular
program, local office workers
will begin taking requests for
$7 20,000 available to
households facing heating
emergencies, Huffman said.
To be eligible for the
emergency benefits, a
household must be without
heat or facing a fuel cutoff,
have an income of less than
$39per month and have liquid
resources of less than $5,000.
The emergency benefits,
with a maximum of $200, are
available only to households
that have not received help
through the regular Home
Energy Assistance Program.
the bureau said.

Logan Plant Construction Set

The plant will be designed
Lewisburg in southwestern whom state officials said was
,
Kentucky.
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I NEEDA. FIVE
The plant will need at least
LETTER OR THAT
three construction permits for
%1EAN5'INTE6RITY"
air-pollution control, wastewater treatment and solidwaste disposal, according to
WASHINGTON (AP) - Natural Resources officials.
construction,
After
Treasury Secretary Donald T.
Regan said Wednesday the operating permits for the
Reagan administration will same areas will be issued if
ask Congress to raise the na- the plant meets the retional debt limit by about $50 quirements set out in the
building plans.
billion.
---THE STORES
NANCY--The Anaconda plant will be
Conservative Republicans
WHAT A TOW N
ARE PACKED--YOUR
in Congress had been highly a direct power customer of the
THE BUSES ARE
THE STREETS
LUNCH
critical of the Carter ad- Tennessee Valley Authority,
ARE MOBBED
CROWDED-THE
15 ON THE
ministration's periodic re- and TVA director Richard
MOVIES ARE
TABLE
quests for increases in the Freeman also was on hand for
((
V
JAMMED
debt ceiling, and Regan said the announcement. At producthe new administration's re- tion peaks, the complex will
quest is -being made "with require 40,000 kilowatts of
power.
great regret."
Construction is to begin next
But he said the present limit
month, and during that phase
probably
will
billion
$935.1
of
il
C
f
li
•
tel ueba Fee.. SyndlcaWVt
be exceeded in February' "so of the plant the company will
swift congressional action has employ iron workers, electriSINCE YOU ALL PASSED
REMEMBER, IF YOU
READY,
become imperative." The cians, sheet-metal workers,
INSPECTION, I'M GIVNG
WALK62
PLAY BALL WITP ME,
SARGE?
plumbers,
most recent figure available pipefitters,
YOU THE REST OF Ti-4E
I'LL PLAY BALL WITH
showed the debt subject to millwrights, carpenters, truck
PAY OFF
YOU!
limit at $931.8 billion on Jan. drivers, construction equipment operators and general
26.
Theoretically, once the debt labor.
When the plant is finished limit is exceeded, the government has no authority to bor- the projected date is May 1983
row any more money,and con- - craftsmen, operators and
ceivably' some operations general labor workers will be
would have to begin closing hired.
Anaconda Aluminum, the
down. The limit has been passlargest
fifth
ed for short periods in recent nation's
years, but Congress has aluminum producer, is a divi'YEAH, BUT MY TEACHER'S
always come through with sion of The Anaconda Co., a
YOUR viOL N MUSK:.
GONNA BE PLENTY
quick legislation to raise the subsidiary of the Atlantic
Richfield Co.
SURPRISED
limit.
Anaconda currently has
ABOUT WHAT
Regan said in his statement
LEFT 1-40ME
that the outgoing Carter ad- seven plants in Kentucky
ministration's own figures in- employing approximately
dicated the national debt 2,000 people.
would reach $987.3 billion by
Sept. 30, the end of the fiscal
year.
Regan said the Reagan administration was asking for an
increase Just under that figure
- to $985 billion - to enNEW YORK (AP)- Comcourage the administration
HE MOVES,.SO FAST
NON,, IF YOU LIED,
menting on slogans of the Naand Congress to "begin workWHERE DID -HE
TALA. TELL LIACAL
AND ARE GOOROO'5
ing together immediately to tional Rifle Association
GO ? WHO , •
PARTNER- I WILL
HIS 0055 600R00
WAS HE 2
RETURN.
WANTS
slow down this runaway against gun Control, such as
"Guns don't kill people; peofederal borrowing."
ple kill people," Reform
Judaism's social-action comLUTHERANS
ST. LOUIS (AP) -- mission says:
"People do kill people, but
Lutherans in the world total
69.6 million, reports a new they don't do it with sponges,
statistical survey by the rulers and rubber ducks
Lutheran World Federation. The handgun, known not to be
About 52 million are Euro- useful for hunting, is made
peans and about 9 million are and sold for the purpose of
1011
shooting people.jilt
Americans.
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. !API Work is to begin next month on
a I.ogan County aluminum
plant that will offer employment to up to 1,500 people during the next 2'2 years.
Once the plant is finished,
between 400 and 500 people
will work wot the Anaconda
Aluminum Co. at the site
between Russellville and
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6. Help Wan-4U-

2. Notice

..,ece,eis

hardwood

stoy.rruod

for sole 525 00
rich. Coll 7 53-8 351
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lii Idcare
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tit; .Auth

14th 753-9922
Looking for a Bargain Try
Mama's Curiosity Shop in Hardin Open Thursday friday and
Saturday 9 5
Tiny Tots will be open on Saturdays starting January 31, 1981
Call 753-1994
Get the 'lots' Picture '•
Color portrait, block awl
rates bond out end toting.

CARTER STUDIO
304 Now

Sb' s

salary $140 per week
over 30 years of age,
necessary general filing and
office work Call 753-2654 for
appointment

FOR RENT
User Poser Bolt Log
Splitter by day or lob
Operator evadable All

103-11798

Apple Tree School. quality
child care with educational
program, 1503 Stadium View
753-9356. 753-1566
Bible Facts Free Store for the

Wanted Phone solicitor make
calls ftom office start $3 50
per hour Prefer over 30 Lail
753 2654 tor appointment
Wanted Someone to mow
South
Pleasant
Grove
Cemetary Call 4112 878' or
492 8410

Paducah firm seeking
aggressive, ambitious person to sell nationally adrertiSed office equipment
in Murray-Maylield area
Please send resume to

Box 1120 Paducah,
KY 42001 or call 4438461 for appointment.

Po.

7.StTarage
Built
portable
Custom
buildings Call 753-0984

9. Situation Wanted
BIBLE CALL
Did the Bible come
from God or from
man? - 759-4444. Bible
Story - 759-4445.
Conscientious care -Tor
reasonable- rates. Drop' his
welcome. Charlie Brown
Playschool, 1607 Olive. Call
753-7359.

SATELLITE TV
FOR
THE
HOME
Our receiver lets you
get over 75 channels of
television directly from
earth-orbiting cable TV
HBO
satellites:
super
Showtime,
stations, sports and
movies from around the
world.
Sick of Network TV?
Buy Complete or Build
our kit and save!
Our 24-channel receiver
-studio
provides
quality" TV reception.
Easy to install! Ultra
low power consumption!
Brilliant color! Works
anywhere! FCC licensing
no longer required. ORDER TODAY

WARD ELKINS
703 So. 6th
Mayfield, Ky,

5. Lost and Found"
Lost I male black Chow and I
brown female Chow pup with
black tip ears in the vicinity of
N 16th St and Diuguid Road
If you have any information on
the where abouts of these dogs
please call 753-6014 A reward
is being. offered for their
return

6. Help Wanted
Designer Draftsman. Experienced in mechanical drafting Excellent salary and benefits
Send resume to PEB. PO
Box 1479. Paducah, KY 42001
Needed responsible person or
couple _to live to with elderly
couple 435-4485 or 437-4495
Texas Oil Company needs
mature person for short trips
surrounding Murray. Contact
customers We train Write D 0.
Dick. Pres., Southwestern
Petroelum. Ft Worth. TX

7_6101.

Residential remodeler seeks
full time employment Experience in all phases of
remodeling and new construction Phone 759-4104
anytime and ask for Lon Bar'than

10. Bus. Opportunity
Have a highly profitable. non.
franchised. lean ' Sportswear
Shop of your own Featuring
over 100 brands - Levi, Vander.
bilt. Klein Sedgefield Brit
tam, many more $16,500 00
includes inventory, in-shop
training, installed fixtures and
Grand Opening Open within
15 days Call Mr Hartley at
PACESETTER FASHIONS 12141
937-9876

15. At
1971 CI
Antique
Mark If
5197 or
For sale
bie doll
clothes
after 5-p
For sale
chair Cr
at 753-1
nights oi
Large
machine
before 8

I& Ho
For sale
double
and whil
Call 751
Gold na
chair. $1
Light wa
with can
• buffet, 4
pads Cr
pm

Westingt
tumblety
ching di
tion. $2!
5945 aft,
frVil
Electrolu
Tony Mom
igjal
Far mall
equipme

4230 Jot
998 hour
loaded w
435-452(
20:11:01

Apple Tree School. quality
child care with educational
program 1503 Stadium View.
753-9356, 753-1566

The Mt(
feeling
variety,
registratti
tucky Cr
miles we!
bon KY
Sunday 1

12. Insurance

22:Ni u

11. Instructions

Fantastic rates on 1975 or
newer mobile homes See or
call Johnny Williams your
M.F A. agent 753-0445.

1-4-.AVant To Buy

SPINET
SALE V
party to
be seer
Pintas,

Miet011 6

lank cars 474-8838
Will pay top price for white Oak
timber Call 753-4984 evenings
Want to buy Standing timber
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up 7535592.
Want to buy. barn lumber. Call
753-7675
Want to buy Used card table
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346'
after 5 pm
Wanted 14' Aluminum Vbottom boat Call 436-5555

New and
and organ
across fri
Paris, TN

23. Ext

AU

Phi

15. Articles For Sale
Antique cream seperator. old
set encyclopedia 1980 World
Book encyclopedia. year old
mattrtss set 753-557T

FOR SALE
Al t•Pe• of obi demand..and
W•cldong
rong•
,•w•lry
engagement ropy. donee togs.•II
tyqw of man • rings ant...* h.
pew. twowhec Meet gold meal.
ch.We hare a good wieclion of pre
owned te weir y and wlel pay top
dollar ar th•sa t erns

Rogers Jewelers
if ha demand •tora of Parte
110 West Ww.halgton
North old. of tonere
Downtown Paws, Tenn
Phone 101442-6661

Benches baby bed, playpen.
refrigerator,
stove
miscellaneous. Old Country
Store. Aim 753-9138.

CITY OF MURRAY STREET DEPARTMENT IS ACEXAN
CEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
PERIENCED BACKHOE OPERATOR. SALARY
ON
DEPENDING
--NEGOTIABLE
QUALIFICATIONS. APPLICATIONS MAY BE
OBTAINED AT THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE. CITY
HALL BUILDING, UNTIL FEBRUARY 3. 1981.
THE CITY OF MURRAY IS AN EQUAL EMEMPLOYER
OPPORTUNITY
PLOYMENT
OPERATING UNDER AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM.

147Mil
2
For sale:
Call Dill's

Firewood;
hickory, :
repaired,
removal.
Firewood.
mixed h
rick, deity

For salegood 121
HI Dougl

High qua]
children
are availa
Bel-Air Sh

1970 VW
stone, c
piano, S.
ntture. 43

Wil
overh
come,
22
brass

primi'

The Calloway County High School announces the newly established position of Instructor, Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps, located at Murray, Kentucky 42071. The
successful applicant shall meet the certification requirements of the State Deportment of Education and be in compliance with
paragraph 6-15a of Army Regulations 145-2.
Applications will be received at the
Calloway County Board of Education Office,
2110 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky
42071, during normal office hours until
February 15, 1981,
The Calloway County Board of Education is
an Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer.

CDCC
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15. Articles For Sale

24. Miscellaneous

1971 Charger, good condition,
Antique piano baby, Selmer
Mark IV tenor sax (615) 2325197 or 232-6505
For sale Barbie doll van; 2 Barbie dolls; Ken doll, furniture,
clothes Best offer 759-1942
after 5-pm

Wood for sale 4362/58

32. Apts. For Rent

aleal Estate

41:Public Sale

52. Boats and Motors

53. Services Offered

Apartments for rent, near ANTIQUE SALE. January 31.
14 Foot ED Aluminum Craft. Insulation blown in by Sears.
MINNOI
, MK.
February 1st, Paducah National
MeMrs
OW
wove. EN
25-.11usiness Services downtown Murray. 753-4109. Guard
motor and trailer Extra nice save on these high heating and
meow
b_
owl
wear
•
Armory. off 18th and
Call 753-3672
cooling bills Call Sears. 753
MIMS 104115
1100GE'S TAX SERVICE, 5 years Extra large upstairs 2 bedroom Kentucky Ave 40 quality
In -hull fibellass boat. 1976. .2310 for free-estimate
IIIISMESSIS
experience 5 tax courses. 8-6 furnished apartment. $165 per dealers with u6ique antiques
LAO ARO ItICREATIONA1
18's tt 4 cylinder 140 hp Mobile home anchors, under
Mon -Fri . nights and Saturdays month Couple no pets Water Country primitives, furniture of
PROPIR11
inboard outboard Power tilt. pinning, vinyls, aluminum and
by appointment Call 759- furnished Central gas heat and all kinds, advertisement pieces
Listings niwaleall Offices
for plenty of ski power plus fiberglass. roofs sealed patio
air Call 753-1203
1425
quilts, Victorian jewelry.
Coast to Coast. Beyer:
great gas mileage Seats 10 awnings aluminum carports
Furnished
or
unfurnished
two
glassware
galore
gadgets,
from
For sale Used office desk and We rent almost everything Call bedroom duplex, 411 North et pert
trent
adults Boat motor trailer ;Ingle or doubles lack Glover
rt•ryirbere.
collector
lathe
weekend
chair. Call or see lames Futrell us at Murray Rental & Sales 8th. 4921225_
cover and assorted props 753-1873
"him" Cerolog
bargain hunter. definitely
at 753-7668 days or 753-2394 Center 153-8201
Winter time price $3800 Call
1TROUT REAL TV
something
in
everyone's
price
Need work on your trees' Topp
For rent. Real nice one
nights or see at 405 S 4th St
Immo Mria.
759-1915
26. TV-Radio
range
Saturday
9-6,
Sunday
ing pruning shaping corn
12/2 GMMem, Os
bedroom furnished apartment.
Large Burroughs- - adding
Storm Yr
10-5.
53.
Services
°Heraplete
removal and more Cali
Call 753-2967
machine $75 Call 753-8848
75?-0186
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
Alcoa
Aluminum
or
vinyl
siding
For
rent.
2
bedroom
apartMAIINAVOX
43. Real Estate
MONNE
before 8 pm.
and trim Aluminum trim for professional tree care 753
ments at Embassey ApartAnimal Soleil
16. Home Furnishings
brick houses Jack Glover. 753- 8536
ments.
Call
753-4331
or
753Here's your real escape, From
Great Savior
1813
painting
Professional
.
1irms
For
Sale
45
For sale. 36" Vent-a-hood. $20;
3530
after
5
pm.
city congestion and taxes_ Easy
sal.,.'.
paneling, Corn
double sink, $15; 19" black
hpproximately 14 acres for sale Custom made cabinets music paperh.a
Furnished one bedroom, couple commuting just one mile from
and stereos
mh& or r sidentral 20 years
and white t v. with stand, $20.
only, no pets. Call 753-7786 city limits This 3 bedroom col- 'Eureka! Another glob of mess for the Food on Highway 893 south of Lynn centers book cases hutches experience Free estimates'
CLAYTON'S
Call 753-9712 after 5 pm.
owl guarantees freedom from and Drug Administration to ponder."
Reasonable 436-2566
Grove Phone 753-5921after 5 pm. Days 753-7901.
759-1987
J/LII Atonic
the early morning squeeze by
Gold naughahyde couch and
Two acre farm for sale in Lynn
Furnished efficiency cottage. the three in the bathrooms_ 43. Real Estate
1..lon your forme;difeddnig •Ith
For all your repair needs
41-Realistate
Stop,
753-1575
chair. S100. Call 753-0864
outSeveral
Grove area
18031./ College Farm Road, May we suggest your dialing
us eady and sate
roofing carpentry plumbing
-.----.--/.-..----,-.--....- -..
,
- -.--.---,-...-------,
-....--1, buildings Call 753 9964 ask
light walnut dining room suite
$140 per month.
753-1492 for your showing of
• CARTER STUDIO • and electrical work look no
with cane trim, drop leaf table For sale. Cobra 89 XLR CB with Newly decorated, carpeted, 2 this home? CENTURY 21 LoretS Porde% A Thorniest ig tor Amber
more, Call 753-9226 or 753
1
buffet, 4 chairs. 2 leaves and Turner power mike and Star- bedrooms, central gas heat and ta Jobs Realtors
2
4 kaaliD 00
IN304 Main
Insures%
A
753 8298
tS
9623 We'll do your job large or
46. Homes For Sale
pads Call 753-0499 after .0 duster antenna. Call 492-8604. air, stove and refrigerator furReal litate
small
All work done to your
L. 753-1222
pm.
Wanted. Responsible party to nished, washer and dryer
)
tt)l Sewthild• Coe% Sq. 1I
satisfaction
'LL'i Country Estate for sale or rent
ATTENTION
VETERANS!
Westinghouse, front load take over payment on color t.v. hookup No pets. Couple only.
Morrey, Kienteclgy \
II Reasonable terms Livestock Carpentry. cabinets. furniture Wet basement' We make wet
Hoye you taken adfacilities. Garden fruit trees repair Bring picture - we
11111% YOU
tumbletype washer and mat- Warranty. Clayton's J & B $200 plus oeposit. 753-2835.
b
753-4451
basements dry, work complete
vantage
of
your
right
to
436-2333
WILLING TO
ching dryer Excellent condi- Music, 753-7575.
make. All remodeling - ly guarenteed Call or write
Spacious first floor apartment
own
your
own
home
DO SOME
tion. $250 for both Call 753- 27. Mobile Home Sales in nice older home. Carpet, airBeautician
reasonable
For sale or lease
prices. Roy's Morgan Construction Co
with a 100% G.I. loan,
5945 after 5 pm
HOMEWORK?
Special! Tired of giving away Carpenter Shop, 753-4124.
Route 2, Box 409A Paducah
1980 Aladin 1456 mobile conditioned, near campus. No
if not contact us,
Then
you
would
be
exearned
your
hard
part
of
pets $190 per month. Call
Concrete and block, brick work KY 42001 or call day Of night
17. Vacuum Cleaners home plus 5 acres of land 527-3531
tremely
your
own
interested
in
own
money?
You
can
collect. Mr. Clark,
Basements, driveways, storm 1-442-7026
Located 7 miles from town on
furnished shop and 4 bedroom cellars. porches. 20 years exthis four bedroom
Electrolux Sales and Service 121 South. Underpinning and after 6 pm, 527-1912.
Will haul driveway white rock
house
with
no
money
down
Tony Montgomery, 153-6760
Gatesborough
home
sundeck included. Will con- Two bedroom townhouse apartDerience 753-5476
and Ay lime, also have any type
BOYD MAJORS
You-can start making money towith swimming pool.
RIal
ISTATI
selling
sider
seperately.
Phone
of
brown or white pea gravel
ment.
Carpet,
range,
Do all types of plumbing. large.
19. Farm Equipment 436-5366 or /53-6802,
REAL ESTATE
day. Call 753-5074
Home
& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
needs
Also do backhoe work Call
refrigerator, disposal, washer
or
small
jobs,
all
work
guar753-8080
tractor
With
all
Farmall cub
redscorating and
House for sale Call 489-2845
1974 Double wide mobile dryer hookup, central heat and
nanteed 5 years experience. Roger . Hudson. 753-4545 or
equipment. Call 474-2355
some repairs, but for
l'n4e,.onal Services
753-6763
Two bedroom brick, large kit- 753-5360.
home, 24x36, partially furnish- air. Call 753-7559 or 753- Low cost home loan money
55.,tt,TneF
rierAl!
,
Touchthe Mr. Fixit, this
4230 John Deere Quad-range, ed or unfurnished. All electric 7550.
chen, living room and dining Fence sales at Sears now
won't last long. For applicaCall Will do plumbing, heating,
presents an unusually
998 hours, no cab, one owner. with baseboard electric heat. Two bedroom duplex apart- tions, incomes can wary up to
room, fireplace, half basement, Sears, 753-2310 for free
IDEAL
carpentry and roofing 753good investment oploaded with extras. Sharp, 502, Very easily heated. $7500. ment. Westwood, $215 per $22,500 for a five member
single garage. wooded acre lot, estimate for your needs
2211
COMBINATION
portunity
for
only
435-4520.
Phone 1-354-621.7.
New Concord area For appoint
month. No students. 436-2802 family Give us a call now at
Acreage,By.
Woodcraft Building Service by
$48,000.
Better
call
fast
Guttering
by
Seats
conSears,
ment
call
436-5395
753-1492 for informkion on
Home,Barn)
sale or rent: 1973 Moble after 5 pm. •
Custom
20. Sports Equipment For
on this one. 753-1222,
tinous gutters installed per Bucy, 492-8120
home, 1202, 2 bedrooms, gas Unfurnished duplex with car- this 10 7/8% interest 'es, you
Almost
new
3
you) specifications Cal Sears cabinets, vanities, new homes
Kopperud Realty for
47.
Motorcycles
The Pistol People Invest in a heat, new electric 'service 50
read right - under 11% on a 25
bedroom,
2
bath
B.V.
additions. repair. Quality,
753,2310 for free estimate.
full-time real estate
feeling of security. largest gallon hot' water tank, 500 port, private area, South year term Dial 753,1492 We'll
home with double
workmanship.
1978 Yamaha IT-250t. good
service.
Variety. lowest priced, no gallon gas tank, half full. Call Kirkwood Extended. Call 753- help you Century 21 Loretta
Heating refrigeration, and
garage,
large
5-stall
condition_ low mileage. Call
3343.
ASSUMABLE
55.
Feed And Seed
registration or red tape in Ken- 354-6122.
electrical
Jobs, Realtors.
repair
Bob's
stock
barn with elec753-1419.
VA LOAN
tucky Country Boy Store. 9
34.
Houses
For
Rent
Refrigeration Service. Hazel, For sale Timothy ;Alfalfa hay
tric
lights and water,6
4 Bedroom family
miles west of Hopkinsville 'unc- For sale: Trailer and lot. Call House for rent. one bedroom,
KY. 498-8370 or 753-7829. Will deliver ,901) 364-5583 or
On Magnolia near the
49. Used Cars
level acres one acre
tion KY 164-117 Hours 8-5, 759-1789.
home located in exBobby Lockhart.
364-306Noghts Dresden, TN
furnished, wood stove, on Kenhigh school is this
in Oak treesi, fenced
1969
Buick
Lesabre.
very
good
Sunday 12-5,(502)885-5914
cellent
neighborhood.
Two bedroom trailer for sale. tucky Lake. $210 per month.
beautiful 4 bedroom
K & K Stung) Removal. Do you 56. Free Column
for
horses.
House
has
condition
$450
Call
753Economic central gas
10x55, furnished. $1700. 753- Phone 753-6123.
22. Musical
brick home with douneed stumps removed from Free, Pretty puppies for gifts
many quality features
3132.
7492.
heat, formal dining
ble carport, 2 baths,
your yard or land cleared of
- entry foyer, den with
One bedroom house. Call 753Call 753-6392
room,
11
closets,
den
1976
Chevrolet
Monza
sports
SPINET C0N601.1 PIANO FOR
28. Mob. Home Rents 5618.
and
heat
stumps'
central gas
We can remove
fireplace
heat-owith
fireplace,
and
excellent
condition,
low
car,
TALE Wonted: Responsible
57.
Wanted
stumps
to
TVA
up
to
24- below the
air. Insulated
lator, many spacious
For rent: Trailer. available 1 Redecorated 5 room house
party to Yoke over piano Can
central electric air
mileage, power, air, AM-FM ground. leaving only sawdust
Has
standards.
Would
like to rent Burley
closets,
month. Call 753-8436 after 5 near Murray. Couple, no pets,
economical
be men locally. Write Mr.
with tapeplayer Call 753-1970 and chips. Call for free
conditioning make this
assumable 7% loan.
pounds for 1980 crop Call
pm.
heat pump. Only 3
Powers, box 327, Carlyle,
references, deposit. $150. 753or 753-4981.
residence
a
comforestimate.
Bob
Kemp
435-4343 492-8996
Attractively decorated
llinois 62231.
miles from city on
Furnished or unfurnished, in 7551.
table and economical
1979 Cougar XR 7, 34.000 or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319,
and the price has been
paved road, restricted
Murray. natural gas, $150 per Redecorated ,two bedrooms, livIndependent
woman
is
family
home.
Offered
white
with
miles,
mpg,
19-20
reduced for quick sale.
area. Owners leaving
relocating to Houston Texas
New and used Baldwin piano month. $100 deposit 753- ing room, kitchen, bath
n the low $70's. Imred inside. $4195. 753-4445.
state,
their
loss
your
Exquisite
COURTNEY
SMALL
is
the
word
ID,
career
advencentern
and
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co., 1873.
upstairs. garage, utility
mediate occupancy.
1969 Chevy Nova, 2-door, good
is looking for someone to
gain. In 70's,
for this large 4
across from the Post Office, For rent_ 2 bedroom, furnished, downstairs. Married couples.
ENGINE REPAIR &
Price reduced. Phone
share expenses and trantires. $595. 753-4445.
bedroom
home
on
2
Paris, TN
ON STATE
753-1222, Kopperud
bath and a half. $135 per mon- References, deposit. 492-8594.
SAW SHOP Coldsportation with If interested
acres. Has everything.
1973 Datsun, 610, standard
LINE RD.
th. Call 753-6138 after 5 pm
Realty for all the
23-.1iterminating
cal 753-0601 Most hove
Spacious 3 bedroom home in
water, 489-2853.
Wood
burning
shift. good condition. silver, 2
OFF
121
references.
SOUTH.
details
on
this
lovely
Two bedroom trailer, complete- quiet subdivision, 2 car garage,
fireplace insert heats
door. $800. Call 489-2597.
A 300 acre farm on
home.
electric heat, central air. No
ly
furnished,
very
nice.
$150
entire house. Has 3"-2
ALL BUGS CALL
black top that is wellFour good used L78x15 car
per month Call 753-8964 after pets. $325 month plus deposit.
baths, family room
suited for a cattle
tires, two 678-15 snow tires;
Call 753-9436 after 5 pm.
A
DREAM
HOUSE
in
a
country
5
and large rec room.
Jusiwery 31s1-10:00 A.M.
operation. There are
1966 Buick Skylark, 2-door
subdivision near town This
Cu
Two bedroom trailer, near Mur- Three bedroom home, $225.
Live like a millionaire
hardtop, good condition, 1973
five large grazing
1104 Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky.
lovely,
3
bedroom,
1'.2
bath
ray, no pets. Call 489-2611.
but on a lot less. Must
Deposit and
reChevrolet 2-door hardtop, good
fields ( 20-60 acres in
(ow Advance The issildhea at S Nits)
home features many, many exKelley's Termite 12x60 Two bedroom, clean. quired. No pets.references
see to appreciate.
Gas heat, 753condition, and firewood for
each). Each field has a
Mr . end Mrs. Ray Clerk ere shoving to Texas and ore selling their 35
tras. A cabana on a large
rick.
Call
153sale.
$20
per
& Pest Control
quiet neighborhood, $140 per 8895.
yeor
occsenalation
of personal property. This is MI peed chew merpond and fencing. Apsundech. fenced backyard,
Tr..,Dem
711.5735
8649.
chandise. There is so onsch Menet world be impossAile to fist.
month, $75 deposit. No pets. Three bedroom house, good
Roboof
Phone 753-39T4
IS1 TAM
fireplace in living room. extra • proximately 75 acres
ShMe• WPM -7533043
753-5788 after 5 pm or well, garden spot, in country.
SHOP TOOLS- 10- Delta Bond sow (floor stand), IV'
large family- room, and half
is tillable. Owner will
1978 Pontiac Lemans. extra
la,r•
•orol.om,
weekends
Delta Jointer Plane, 10" Power Craft radial arm saw
Call 345-2205.
acre lot plus much more Must
consider financing.
clean, 17,000 miles $4000.
111-9324
24. Miscellaneous
EM
Immo
be seen to appreciate the lov(extra blades), floor model Walker Turner drill press
The property is also
Call 759-1205
Two bedroom furnished mobile Two bedroom, 8 miles noring care given this home
For sale: 5 hp air compressor. home. Deposit required, no thwest, for couple or with
with woodworking attachments and dodoes, Power
well-suited for a sub1973 Super beetle. excellent
Owners moving, priced to sell.
Call Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
pets. Call 753-4808_
Morroy-Ceillowny
Craft variable speed dual power wood lathe with tools,
division.
small child. 753-3544.
conditon. $2,500 Call 436Call
today
and
ask
fo
Wendy
at
County Realty
Master Craft heavy duty jigsaw, B&D router, 2 Skil
Firewood, seasoned oak and 30. Business Rental
5869.
Three bedroom house 2 blocks
Spann Realty Associates, 753(302)7534146
LSaws with extra blades, Thor l/2" heavy duty drill,
hickory, 18", 24". Chainsaws
from M.S.U. Call 753-7746.
stationwagon,
best
1972
Torino
7124
304N 12th Ss
138.0 ' 2" heavy duty drill, 2 B&D jig saws. Craftsman
repaired, sharpened. Tree
offer. 753-8034
35. Farms For Rent
Marrey ay 42071
removal. 489-2327. 489-2853.
reciprocating sander, 5" and 7" polisher and sander:
1969 Volkswagen. in perfect
Wareham'
25 Acres farmland in New Con10" electric chain saw. Craftsman orbiting sander, 2Firewood. 18-24" seasoned.
condition. Phone 489-2651.
Storage Space
cord, KY. $60 per acre in ad- Need down payment? Let us
3/8 drills, 1-'." drill, 1-3,1" cordless drill, 2 h.P:-ciirmixed hardwoods, $25 per
vance.
Contact
Dean
Dowdy,
For Reel
225 L. P. Miller St.
compressor fully automatic, 5" high speed sander
show you how you can purrick, delivered. Call 753-8536.
2987 Ripley St.. Lake Station, chase this 3 bedroom brick
50. Used Trucks
Across From Community Center
w,', ottachments, air screwdriver, air drill, air router,
753475$
For sale) Freezer. 15'. very
IN 46405.
priced in the $30's. Call us for I
1967 Dodge pickup. 6 cylinder,
spray gun with hoses, spin i meter, EMT benders to 1",
good. 1208 Main Street, Apt.
Open
Hours
.37. Livestock-Supplies . your showing .as, there is no I
. good condition Call 46-2956.
32. Apts. For Rent
225 amp Lincoln welder, Craftsman cutting torch and
Hi. Douglas Berry..
sign in the yard. It's your move
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
small tanks, 1-24 ft. aluminum step ladder, extra
Livestock
equipment
for
sale
1980
Datsun
pickup.
5-speed
blocks
for
rent.
3
Apartment
for
leather
shoes
High quality
and you'll win. Dial 753-1492
heavy duty gear motor (110V or 220V), I 9 RPM ideal
and low mileage, lust like new.
Closed Wednesday
children at affordable prices off campus, to share Call 753- Round hay feeders $85 each: a at CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs I
complete
line
of
hog
equipfor winch or lift, floor jock, 2-5 ton hydraulic jacks, 1Call 753-5249 after 6 pm.
8644
Jr.,
Bizz
at
Shoe
available
are
Realtors.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30
ment. Grits Agri-Sales,
1 './2 ton jack, floor model grinder, amprobe, pipe benBel-Air Shopping Center.
1979 Ford pickup F-I00.
Beautiful large 3 bedroom Dresden, TN
(901) 364-2256
ders, full set 3,4i to 2'' pipe dies w/cutter, large
custom, extra nice. Call 7531970 VW Bug parts) artificial duplex with fireplace, stove.
4;
assortment of mechanics tools and carpenter tools,
8555
stone; coal stove; antique refrigerator, dishwasher, gar- REE MAR ARABIANS. Book
zumaio
Work Mate table, 9 drawer Craftsman roller tool
piano; Samsonite patio fur- bage disposal No pets 753- your, good mares for 1981
1974 Ford Ranger XLT, good
breeding season. Three
chest. great assortment of sockets and wrenches, 2
5791 or 753-2649
niture 436-2333
condition. $1700. Call after 5
stallions. 753-6126.
7531222
gas chain saws like new, wood splitter, sledge and
pm. 753-7458.
wedges, axe.
38. Pets-Supplies
For sale • 1965 GMC pickup. 6'
GOOD
FISHING & HUNTING GEAR- 12 gouge Ithica shotgun.
AKC registered Boston Terrier
cylinder. $250 Call 753-5550.
INVESTMENT
22 single shot rifle, 1 WWII 30.06 springfield military
Saturday, Joinery 31 .1 10 o.m.
puppies. Have nice marking.
1973 International 1 12 ton
Three bedroom brick
rifle, 7 drawer tackle box full allures, many rods and
Call 753-7438.
Reis lir Shine
truck, radio, power steering, air
within
walking
reels, shod dipper dip net, trolling motor, 35 h.p.
little Treasures Antique Shop
conditioned. 14 foot bed
Dog obedience classes. AKC
distance of the UniverMercury v./tanks, 10 hp. Johnson w/tonks, 16'
Ky
$3.500. Call 753-8061
American Midlands *
German Shepherds and AKC sity. This house could
Glaspor boot w/tilt heavy duty trailer, 28' houseboat
Ito held Is boated bending
Call
dogs.
Austrailian cattle
of Tennessee, Inc. /
t
1980 Jeep, C1-5. Power steerinvestment
good
be
w.,650 Mercury engine self-contained.
Will sell 1958 Ford Pickup (42,000 ml), 8 ft. 436-2858.
ing and brakes, tilt. 2500
property as a rental,
FURNITURE- 2 platform rockers, 1-'. bed, comoverhead garage door, Schwinn bike, 35mm Argus For sale AKC registered Dobermiles,
many
extras.
Call
492be
ideal
for
a
or would
bination stereo-tope play'er and radio, 1 set shelves, 1
camera, binoculars, brass fire screen 8. and irons.
8824
man Pinscher puppies. Also
young couple's ,first
maple chest of drawers, 1 Holloway bed. 1 coffee
22 Col. Stevens favorite rifle, showcases, heavy stud service available. Call 753We're
banking
on
you,
America,
with
home. Recently listed
1917 Scout 4x4, power steertable, 2 end tables-maple, 1 wood rock. 1 lamp stand,
brass picture frame, old trunks, oak library table, 7637 or 759-4588.
and priced in the mid
ing, power brakes, automatic,
maple. dining set 4 choirs beautiful, 1 cabinet, 1 full
primitive cherry table & chest of drawers, cherry love Registered Duroc boars, service
air, tilt wheel, cruise. AM-FM
$30's. Phone 753-1222,
bed-rnp
oit le, 1 dresser, 2 mirrors, 1 bedside stand.
Qualified
American
Midlands.
applicants
to
seat & rocker w/claw feet, 2 sewing rockers, Notional age, excellent quality and
with tape Phone 753-1323,
Kopperud Realty, for
APPLI NCES- 1 ovocado combination freezerInc. can receive assistance for:
after 5753-5763
cash register, tea cart, school bell, silver napkin bloodlines. S.R. Stephenson,
all the information.
reff erator 22 ft. Admiral, 1-30" electric stove
rings, tea kettles, sideboards, 4 old dining tables Dresden, TN.(901) 364-2670.
LIVE AND
$ Farm Purchases
avocado, 1 Westinghouse stack washer and dryer,
(nice) w/chairs, beds. (1 Jenny Lind) Grafanola, Two year old male Peek-a-poe
EARN
$ Livestock and Machinery
FOR SALE."
large heavy duty front loader like new, 2 electric
walnut dresser w/morble top & glove boxes & other ideal pet, needs loving home
Fight inflation with
$ Farm Refinance
979 Ford F.150 4
heaters 2000W 220 volt, 2 wood burning stoves,
this brick duplex with
dressers, perfect coffee mill, pewter tea pots, wash Call 753-3177
heel drive. Cell 753$ Conversion from short term
20.000 BTU Fedders air conditioner used 1 month.
heat
and
central
gas
pitcher,
fine
hanging
&
lambanquet,
Kerosene
bowl &
699.
to long term
MISC. - 2 bicycles, picnic table with benches, 1973
central electric air.
ps, 3 pc. set cobalt blue clock & vase set, water pit- 40. Produce
Leasing
Capri V-6 engine-56,000 miles Much, much more.
has
two
side
Each
cher & tumblers, 6 oak dining choirs, desks, carved
Vine ripe
Merchandise owned by
bedrooms, large living
MINIMUM: $150,000
.Campers
walnut coffee table, oak hall tree, Iris 8. Herringbone
I 45'
imam
by sad Mary Elea Clerk
room and kitchencarnival, pressed glass, depression glass, Beam
For
sale One topper for pickup
(ptomain .
. 6.65'
TERMS: Cash or approved check day of sale.
dining room combinacollector's bottle, horse collar & homes, old brass tuba
Call 753-6244
Nothing to be moved until settled for .
tion. Enjoy owning
other
clarinet,
old
pictures
&
many
&
frames, and
gillttopers.
I. 65'
11' Openroad Oveicab camper.
your own home and let
Refreshments day of sole.
(In
Nebraska call 402/334-5100)
items.
Wiliniihes .
56 ea
sleeps 6, $750 Call after 6 Prll
one side help pay your
Sale Conducted By!
Not responsible for accidents. Lund, available.
Apples
I 33'
759-1562
mortgage. Priced in
American Midlands. inc.
J&J
you ore planning on auction, be sure to coil
Wholesale
Auction
I. 20'
Cabbagei
the mid $40's. Contact
52. Boats and Motors
2945 S. 132ndt.•
r NOAMahit
rco : NE 68144
365-7119
& Liquidation
BA W.(Frosty) Miller
Member
365-3467
any member of the
$ la S I
raCe4:71
1917 Hydrosport with 1976
223 C.adit Street, Macrame, Ky.
Realty
Kopperud
Aectlossoor
With offices in Los Angeles, Dallas.
JOINS FRIMT MARKIT
150
hp
Mercury,
excellent,
con• Owner: Me Conley
Home Team at 711
leSS. 12141 St
Minneapolis, Denver and Knoxville
dition, loaded. $4850 Call
49241514
Auctioneer: J. Byron Watson, 345•3172
Main street,
70477
753-0653 or 753-1887
.011:1
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DEATHS & FUNERALS
Robert West Dies
At Hospital With
Rites Held Today

Funeral Is Friday
At Local Chapel
For Kelly Outland
The funeral for Kelly
Outland of 809 Sycamore
Street, Murray, will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Hume with the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker and the Rev. G. T.
Moody
officiating. Gus
Robertson, Jr., will be soloist
with Mrs. Oneida White as
organist.
Burial will follow in the Old
Blood River Cemetery.'
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Outland. 78, died Tuesday at 11:15 p.m. at the Long
Term Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
.. He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Myrtle Geurin Outland,
to whom he was married on
Sept. 3, 1922; sister, Mrs.
Estelle Johnson, Murray; five
brothers - Wavel Outland,
Memphis, Tenn., Colic and
Hannible ( Red I Outland,
Detroit, Mich.,
William
Outland, Murray, and L. E.
Outland, Murray Route 1.

Wm. Dalton Lee,
Brother Of Murray
Residents, Dies
William Dalton Lee of
Dover, Tenn.,died Wednesday
at the Trinity Hospital, Erin,
Tenn. He was 67 years of age.
Mr. Lee was a retired
employee of the Tennessee
Valley Authority and was a
veteran of World War II. Born
Nov. 17, 1913, in Stewart County, Tenn., he was the son of the
late Elbert I.ee and Bessie
Aaron I,ee.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Myretta Quinn Lee; five
sisters - Mrs% pella Satterwhite. Mrs. Ruby Satterwhite,
Mrs. Onie Sykes, and Mrs.
Mable Sykes, all of Murray,
and Mrs. Emma Kidd,
Bethalto,Ill.
The funeral will be held Friday at 2 p.m. at the Memorial
Chapel of the Anglin Funeral
Home, Dover, Tenn., with the
Rev. H. D. Knight officiating.
Burial will follow in the Wof--ford Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. today t Thursday t.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE. Ky AP - USDA -Cattle MO. slaughter cows 1 00 lower
other slaughter classes and feeders not
fully teslecl:
Slaughter cows utibty 1-3 41.50-46 50,
high dressing 47 00-4050. cutter 1-2 37.00
43.03. cutter under 800 lb 31.00-37.00,
Slaughter bulls 1-2 1265-1635 lb 50 00
5400.
Slaughter calves and vealers
untested. feeder steers 1-2 300-400 lb
5900.0700: heifers 275.490 lb 56 50-58 50.
stock cows 7451050 1b42 00-50.00
Hogs 403. barrows and gills 50-1.00
lower: 1-2 225-260 fb 40 50-4060:535260 lb
4000-40.513 2-3 230-260 lb 39 50-40 00: 260
275 lb 3050-39.50. 311 lb IS 00. sows
steady. 1-2300-330 lb 3.5.00-36.00, 3513400
lb 36.00-37.00, 400-475 lb 3760-3150. 475.
660 lb 38 50-40.05; boars over 290 lb 32 OD13.25: under 290 lb 29 75-32.00:
Sheep 25. stead): slaughter lambs
choice and prune 83 lb 50.00. feeders
choice and fancy 82 lb 45 00

Funeral services fur Robert
West, 68. Benton Route 1, will
be held today at 3 p.m at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cam Funeral Horne, Benton,
with the Rev W. S. Holt and
the Rev_ John Hardie officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Haymes Cemetery.
Mr. West died Tuesday at
11.20 a.m. at the Marshall
County Hospital.,Benton. He
was a member of the New
Hope Baptist Church
He is survived by his wifj:.
Mrs. -Ruth Mae West, Benton;
stepmother, Mrs. Addle West,
Benton; one daughter, Mrs.
Betty Smith, Calvert City: two
stepdaughters, Mrs. May
Belle Greer, Hardin, and Mrs.
I.udell Phillips, Benton; one
son, Billy West, Mayfield;
three stepsons - Joe and Bill
C.00mer, Benton, and Kenneth
Coomer,Calvert City.
Also surviving are two
brothers, Rev. Richard West,
Benton, and Jessie West.
Paducah; three half brothers
- John H. West, Paducah,and
C. J. and Marvin West, Benton; 23 granchildren; six great
grandchildren.

Rev. Frank Waring
Dies At Hospital
Here On Wednesday
'the Rev. Frank Waring of
811 Sha-Wa Court, Murray,
died Wednesday at 10:55 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was 95 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
Methodist minister. Born July
19, 1885, in Kansas, he was the
son of the late Leonard Walton
Waring and Elizabeth Thurman Waring,
Rev. Waring is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Larrie
( Maxine ) Clark, 811 Sha-Wa
Court, Murray; one son, Ford
Waring, Ottawa, Kansas; one
brother, Walter Waring;
Salina, Kan.; four grandchildren; two great grandchildren.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home had charge of the local
arrangements. The body has
been transferred to the Lamb
Funeral Home at Ottawa,
Kan., for funeral and burial
services.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
January 29.19131
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 852 Est 500 Barrows &
Gilts 50-75 lower Sew, steady mostly

140 25

US 1-2 210-240 lbs
US 2 210-250 lbs
US 1-3 240-260 lbs
US 2-4250.270 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
US 1-3 450-5001bs
US 1.3 500-650 lbs.
US 2.3500-560 lbs.
Boars 28 00-29 DO

$39 75-40 00few 40.25
139 50-39 75
139 25-19 50
$38 25.3925

'
4 King's Den

131 00-3300
133 00-34 00
134 00-15 00

13500-2650
131 03-32 00

.0
Er
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Mrs. B. G. Miller
Dies At Hospital;
Funeral Is Friday
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Many More Sale
4:Itains Below Costllit.

Burley Average
Up 13 Cents
From Previous Day

"The Ten
Commandments??"

By The Associated Press
The per hundredweight
average paid for burley tobacco in sales Wednesday rose I.
cents from the previous day to
$166 and volume was up
300,000 pounds, according to
the Federal-State Tobacco
Market News. Growers sold
3,197,197 pounds of burley foi
$5,307,254.
The best average price of
the day, $166.43, was paid to
growers at Danville on tilt
sale of 155,185 pounds of leaf
Louisville's average war
$166.40 on 152,518 pounds anti
Cynthiana paid an average of
$166.22 per hundredweight On
114,806 pounds.
There were no sales decaust
of low volume at Franklin.,
Glasgow, Bowling Green.
Hopkinsville, Mayfield,
Owensboro, Paducah and
Russellville.
Warehouses at Bloomfield.
Greensburg, Lebanon, London, Richmond, Somerset and
Springfield are closed for the
season. Henderson and Horse
cave conducted final sales
Wednesday.
For the season, 408,980,836
pounds of leaf have been sold
for $678,812,190 or an average
of $165.98 per hundredweight

Mrs. B. G
I Ophie
Chambers) Miller of Murray
Route 1, Stella Conununity.
died Wednesday at 1:30 p.m.
at the Long Term Care Unit of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 84 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of the Sinking Spnng
Baptist Church. Born Sept. IS.
1896, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Thomas Chambers and Ida
Jones Chambers:
Mrs. Miller is survived by
her husband, B. G. Miller, new
at Fern Terrace Lodge. to
whom she was married for 53
years; one son, Thomas
Miller, Southfield, Mich.; two
sisters, Mrs. Daisy' Haynes,
Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Della
Phillips, Memphis,Tenn.; five
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held Friday at 3:30 p.m. at...)„he chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Billy
Turner officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers will be Michael,
Donald, and John Miller,
grandsons, Randy and Jamie
McMillen and Paul Max
Wilson. Burial will follow in
the Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m.
State forestry officials say
tonight Thursday.(
that there have been 113 forest
fires in Kentucky since Jan. I.
most of them occurring ir)
eastern Kentucky.
Forestry director Ray SwatFRANKFORT, Ky. AP)- zyna said Wednesday the fires
State
Transportation have covered about . 3,304
Secretary Frank Metts says acres.
work will begin soon - to
His division receives daily
rehabilitate a 21-mile section fire-weather forecasts from
of the Lousville & Nashville the U.S. Weather Bureau.
Railroad in Marion and Taylor Swatzyna said, and is beginncounties.
ing to staff its fire-detection
The $3.1 million project will system full time.
be funded by the federal, state
"If we don't get sufficient
and local governments. The rain to make up our moisture
federal funds are those provid- deficit for the wintei, the
ed to the state under the Local possibility exists that we may
Rail Service Assistance Pro- have a much longer, more
gram.
serious fire season than we
The L&N has agreed to con- had this fall," he said.
tinue service on the Lebanon
During the fall fire season,
to Campbellsville line for at believed to be the worst since
least five years after con- 1952, 1,196 fires burned 352,000
struction is completed. The acres.
line was opened in 1879.
"This project has top priority in Kentucky's rail improvement plan because it is the
best investment for economic
development along lines proposed for abandonment in the
state," Metts said.

In 1979 I ptaced 6kamed copies o6 the Ten Commandmentz in each ctazs 'Loom
ptua the ca6etenias and tibnaties in the Calloway County achoot system. At a
o6 $1710.00 6on 171 6kamed copies ptuz the tabon 6on one he1wo6 $72.00
and 6astenen mateniai at a coat o6 $10.00. Not one penny o6 thiz money
was
used az a tax deduction and the $72.00 paid to the hetpek
was
tizted with
S.S, wokkmanz compensation and att °then taxez paid on it. So thene iz
NO
Fedenat on State money invotved in the putchaze o6 theze Ten Commandmentz. NOW
the United States Supneme count, in a sptit 5 to 4 decizion,kuted that a 1978
Kentucky state taw pkoviding 6on the poating o6 the Ten Commandmentz in cta44t0om4 was unconztitutuionat.
Once again, the high count had intekpketed the conztitutionat paovizion 6on
epanation o6 chunch and state in a atnict and nannow 4en4e. Az the majotity
decizion stated: "The pkeeminent pukpose 6o-'t posting the Ten Commandmentz
on
scheot /Loom watts iz ptainty keligiouz in natuke... The Ten Commandments -L4 undeniabty a sacked text in the Jewizh and Chkiztian tiaithz, and no tegiztative
kecitation o6 a supposed secutak pukpose can btind uz to that 6ac.-t."
The Kentucky state:tegiztatuke had attempted to avoid such a comoti-tutionat
contnovetsy by pkoviding 6ok a ketigiouz "dizctaimek" to be poeted az a 600tnotetothe Ten Commandmentz. It said, "The aecntan apptication o6
the
Ten
Commandmentz iz cteatty seen in itz adoption az the 6undamentai tegat code o6
Weztekn Civitization and the Common Law o6 the United States." In othen wondz
the Ten Commandments wete to be viewed az a histonicat az well az a ketigiouz
document. The Kentucky tegiztatuke went even 6unthet by pnohibiting the use o60
tax.money to pay 6on the pkinting o6 the Ten Commandmenta. Pkivate
donationz
wete uzed to pubtizh the matetiat.
Centainty moat Amekicanz ake in i
l utt agteement with' the pkincipte o ti the
sepanation o6 chunch and state az deiined in the Fast Amendment. But theteane
some stkiking contkadictionz in juzt how the high count haz apptied this "sepatation" doctnine oven the yeakz.
Fon exampte, the Ten Commandmentz cute etched in atone on the SupnemeCount's
own chambens. In adrninLsteivi.ng the oath o6 o66ice to each new Pnesident, the
Chie6 Juztice hada onth a Sibte 6ot the incoming chie6 executive to sweak bu
And the &cat time we Looked, ouk 4h/Linking dottan bite's atitt cakkied the inscniption, "In God We Tkuzt".
I 6ait to see whete the poating o6 the Ten Commandmentz viotatez the intent
o6 the Constitution on o6 the Founding Fathekz. They, above att, gave 6utt kecognition to the ketigiouz and spi/Lituai vatuez o6 °Lin Fnee Society.
B.D.Pinkekton Phone 759-4600
P.S. Any student deziking a pensonat copy o6 the Ten Commandmentz ----FREE---Coil 759-4600.
Signed

State Has 113
Forest Fires •

Rail Section To
Be Rehabilitated

Resort To Host
Honeymoon Weekend
FRANKFORT, Ky. API Barren River State Resort
Park will host a Honeymoon
Weekend Feb. 6-8, catering to
couples who "want to get
away from it all," according
to the state Development
Cabinet.
A Monte Carlo party is planned for Friday night. Guests
will receive free chips for the
tables and later in the evening, prizes will be auctioned to
the person who bids the most
chips.
A rate of $76 per couple will
include two nights lodging.
breakfast in bed on Saturday.
morning and a ticket to a
dinner-dance Saturday night.

Special Weekend
Set At State Park
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)Lake Cumberland State
Resort Park will host a special
wildlife weekend Feb. 6-8
which will focus primarily on
mammals in Kentucky.
The workshop, which is free,
will consist of field trips, lectures and slide programs.

Prices of stocks of local interest at I I
m local time today,furnished by First
,yf Michigan Corp , of Murray.
+0.27

Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Ihrysler
Ford Motor
C, A
lieneral Dynamic
,enera I Motors
.eneral Tire
.00dyear
i:ulf Oil
Hardee,
lieublien
Ill M
Jerico
K nurt
Kuhn's Big K
Penwalt
Quaker Data
Texaco
S Tobacro
Wendy's
F Fond

THIS IL PAID ANNOUNCEMENT

VENTORY
CLEARANCE

MAJOR
APPLIANCES

ust Partial List- All G.E. Appliances Greatly Reduced
BIG SAVINGS ON
REFRIGERATORS
R69
1.1110 Left Hand White
1.11/16 Coale fct fraSmall Dent
1-11718 frail
Seas Damage irks maker
1.17719VI Honest side-It-side
1 IllfM2P1 Iliad with limiter

BIG SAVINGS ON
DISHWASHERS

Sole

5459 95 5,34995
S51995 546995

Reg.
1.6%100 1104
5369.95
1.6X400 White Pariah
5389.95
1-6SC650 Coffee Iodate Pr/stroller '5459.95
1.650551 limed loan PotscreNer
5399.95
1-6SD900 101-ia Potscreiher
549995

559995 S39995
S599 r) 5519 95
568995 5619 95

BIG SAVINGS ON
DRYERS
Reg.
1-D D(1000 WH White
1-DD(5300 WH White
1 DD(63140 WH Whitt
Avromartc Sensor Control
IDD171011W11 Palk Delvelatomanr Sensor Control
I 0016200 WH Wilde D116111
Over Sued Automatic Sensor Control

Sale
5299.95
5339.95
5399.95
5319.95
541995

BIG SAVINGS ON
RANGES
Sale

leg
I•lMS06 4111WhitoDrooin Range
113503 HA Marron
Dehon free Slardin:
1 3526 11111 While.2 large
Time! Oren-Glass Door
1 1111246 Id Almond-Blick Glass Door
(Ink Clew Oven-Timed Oren

5299.95 5,21995
531995 525995

53.4995 l695S
531995 52Y495
541995 532995

Sole

5369 95 5199.95
5319.95 526995
5439.95 5369.95
557995 5139 95

BIG SAVINGS ON
MICROWAVES

BIG SAVINGS ON
WASHERS
eg

Stock Market
Industrial Average

Ae. 12,

Sale
Reg
Sale
1 JETIloWalor Gram Toed
S349 95 5)19 95
111139 Cooks by Tome or Temperance 5,45995 5379 95
1 111109 Clod Cooks by lice, TempersteroCeakmg
Shell Malay lecallimlinell Cook 553995 SI29 95
1 1111160-Soace SaYer hitt milenhiceri

I WWI3100 WH Pante Mean Do
5349 95 23995
I W11117150 HA Marrtstfloor Model,
Delon with Mindlesiet
5,419 95 129995
1 WWA5600 WH White Dam
$39995 534995
1 WW11300 WH Whitthira
Minot: Pd Capacity
5449 95 53695
1.W1447)04 WH Whitehica Deli,
5439 95 359
1 WW11314 4/11 WIntoMmillaska It
film. Dolma
9 1/19 95

*la Store Financing
*locally Owned & Operated
*factory Trained Servicemen nfree Delivery
•Servke Same Day Of Call

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Business'

,Z;t7ta;
,

212 EAST MAIN ST.

HOWARD CUT rnd JONI SIMMONS, OWNERS
-

•

DrcT rimy AUAl

A

,•

PHONE 153-1586

-

